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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this project was to assess the stite of

knowledge of child neglect in this country. We ujpiertook to

survey what is known,, T at least what is commonly accepted

among everts, regprding the definition, prevalence, etiologies,

,possible reventions, and remedies for this social problem.

This document represents six months of effort in which

staff were assembled and information gathered and integrated.

It is hoped that subsequent publisled
versions of our work

will show the increments which tine for reflection and further

digestiOn will permit.

Integration was difficult because the body of information

relevar t to childNiegler.t r(""_.-.3
diffuse ;Ind inchoate. The

Library of Congress,
for example, has a su categorz' for child

abuse; no comparable
recognition Ls accord d neglect. There

seems to have been only one subst intial re new article pub
.

lished on this topic in recent y the 3xcellent but limited

paperby Meier in 1964, to which recurrent
references will be

made. The texts by Kadusin (1974) and Certain (1"72) have

chapters dealing generOly with protective service .

0 .
IP*
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Consequently, itwas necessary for us to decide the b&undaric

of relevance to this topic. We closethem so as tb include e

numl.rr of matters which very much impinged on child neglect;

ever if they were not previously su umed under this heading,

expecially in' discussion of the sequellae of neglect and of i s

cies. ethers may or may not accept these boundaries. Ther

literally isrlo tradition.

In addition to the life exp,riences d other professicnal

qtralifications of the authors, th( main s. ce of data for tine

study was the published literature, incl some unpublished'

documentation. We attempted to stay current and to nclude

impOrtalt articles emerging in print as wr:iting was nder wa:.

Colleagtes around the country,-known or runored to i au couant,

were al. o contacted. Twenty of twenty-five relied to letters of

inquiry The correspo idence was helpful primarily n verifying

how little,'really, is under way in the form of innovative

projects, with or without Federal funding.

Finally, we made personal contact with a num1hr of experts

directly engaged in th work. A conference was held in Atlanta

on May ; 2 and 23, at wIlch tine a prelimine version of this

report %as held up for critical re-iew. Present were Leontin 7)ung,



Alfred J. kahn, G. Levi:. Penner, said Walt(r LeefMan as invited

consultants; other experts were Mildred Arnold, Virginia Whit(

Katherine Boling, Jerry White, kind James Vaughn. We are ,Igaterul

to them for their critiques and addenda, and trust this revisinn-

shows that their remarks did not fall on deaf ears. Other O

individual contacts too numerous to list also'proved rewarding

V
A further methodological caN:at is very much in order.

In ol r opinion, there is little th t is known with any confid zce

1
about child neglect if ordinary sc .entifiC standards Cor creel )11-

ityt-e applied. The same applies. evidently, to the severe]

areas adjacent'to this topic. Many papers are "think pieces,"

advancing' ideas that are supplemented with illustrative case

material. Often the "studies" cited are based on samples triv 11

in 'size and/or dubious as to representativeness. th

case: seen at our hospital between Time 1 and Time 2" is, of c, rse,

a convenience sample. Issues of the reliability anu alidity

instruments are typically not even confronted. Findl igs of

potentially great impact have seldom been picked up 1 r seriels

b

replication. Without singling out particular studies for special

criticism, we might add that our dubiousness extends to fields in

.44
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which we have no expertise; e.g., nutrition; neurology.
Then is

hrrdly a study in this area that can be considered mo.e than

"pilot." A few achieve the status of being
"dibgnosti:," mean ng

A

\

quantitative methods of data,Collectign werkus in a spl,amtic,,e

search for promising hypotheses.

One dbuld say, "Nothing is known.Lbout bhild neglect,"

.
but this is not literally true. .Practice knowledge does exisi,,

and it is better thannb information at all. Although there

no'jtention here to support overconfidence in the face of ig iorance,

if jJlicy
decisions are to be made, it is better that, they be

founded on what we do have.

How then to present the data we had accumulate() ' Gert;in1y,

it would have been tortuous to qualify evert assertic a
quote ,

every summation offered. As a matter of c(nvenience. rea.ability,1

therefore, we wrote from the stance, "I w tentative y acce:rt most

of what we are being told, what then do we seem to la w?" iat,

actually, nearly every "finding" p.esented
must be r( as,

at most, a hypothesis warranting
f rther investigatir 1. Therefore,

it is to be emphasized that child neglect is not one of the ieLds

of rhich it can truthfully be said, "We aLready know all we ,ed to;

let s get on with action!"



THE DEFINITIOA OF NEGLECT

''Neglect and Abuse Th .

Child abuse and child neglect are closel linker in public

thinking and in legislation. in the professional,li):rature.

they are als) often treated as )ne As if speaking cf the

neglectful ptrent were not oversimplification enough, refvence

is made to tie "abusiv and neglectful" parent. When we recently

wrote colleagues'to inquire int) stimulating new prog-ams of

work on child neglect, a surpr_sing proportion offerei descrip-

tions of pkograms dealing with abuse. So the failure to

discriminate the two is not limitbd to amateurs; a nuaber of

experts have treated the distim:tior lobsely. (Eleib.lrg, 1965;

Isaacs, 1972; Mulford, Cohen ant Phi brick, 1967) ."

Some of those who group th. conlitions together lave a

conscious: rationale for doing so. V ncent Fontana wr.tes:

Although we realated that it wa useful, from the point

of view of diagnosis and treatmen , to be able to cate-

gorize the physical Abuse as one .hing and neglect as

another, we felt that such a distinction was really of

little value to the child in neec of help....Any treatment

by which a child's'poteatial dew opment is retarded or

completely suppressed, by mental, emotional or physical

suffering is maltreatment, whether it is negative (as in

deprivation oremotional or mater
al needs) or positive

(as in verbal abuse or battering) (Fontana, 1973, p. 24)

We agree that the distinction would )e.of littl help to the

child in need of help, but then we ae not prop sing that this

document be given to children. Fontina's conce ,t of "maltreat-

ment" strikes us as good for propaga ida, but pe -haps poor for

clinical science.
10
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A
A tenet of :this report is that neglect a,l ab.ise are prob-

ably related but by no means identical. Unless we approach

them as separable entities, there will be no way t) determine

whether they represent "a difference that makes a lifference",

for identification,
treatment, end programmatic policy. Lm-

monalittes betWeen the two shou d be demonstrated empirically;

rather than presumed.

Abuse'is by no means a univocal pheAmenon, I It it aermitS

more concise definition than does neglect. The t lditional

preference of investigators for readily manageable problems

may well be a major reason abus,t has been the ruore popular

object4of study. alba (1966) Labels as abuse' cases wherein

physical injury has been inflic:ed on i child by hLs parents

or parent sulstitutes to the de .free tInt life or ly!alti has

been endangered. Gil states (C970; p. 6):

Physical ablise of children is the intentional non-

..., accidental use of physical f.rce, or intentional,

not - accidental acts of omiss,on on the part of J

palent or other caretaker in:eracting with a chcld in

hi: care, aimed at hurting, injuring or destroy ng

that child.

As it author remarks, this definition is fairly satisfying

concertually but operationally present: difficulties. How

verif; that an "act of omission" was ittentional? No wonder__

someote as sophisLicatld as Court, wriling on chill-battering,

treats the term a'; se1"-evident (1970; 1971).

distinction of eglect f.om abige, linking :he conditions

differentially to tremis in the parent!' personalic.ie. ,zas

given by Chesser in 19)2, and cited by Zalba (1966 p. 5):

I i
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There is a radical difference a character betweei

cases of neglect and cases of cruelty to cnildren.'..

while neglect ,may be a form of c.uelty, it is more

often caused by or exaggerated extreme poverty or

ignorance. Cruelty on the other hand is more likelj

to be related to deepseated,characteroldgical or
psychological causes rooted in the childhood experiences'

of the abusing parent or parents,'sucri as physical or.

mencal cruelty inflicted on them by their parents.

The race somewhat uncritical differentiation has been carried

forward by others, including so sopaisticated a student as

Kadushin ;1974, p. 283): "Neglect appears to 1,1 a re-:ponce to

social stress....Abuse appears to be a response to psyche-

/

logical.stres:;.4" In her seminal, study, Wedngtsdly's Children

(1964) Young continued the search for differential diagnosis,

separa.:ing the two phenomena. . generally accepted descrip-

tive difference was well expressed by Giovanneni (1971) who

associtted abuse with acts of clmmissiOn: negl.'ct, with

omissi.)n. Hence, neglect represents failure t) perform

parent. 1 duties including those of supervisic: nurturance and

protection. The form of nurturance that is erectable, or

deemed essential, however, becomes a complicat'd girtstiop.

The environment's impact, after all, is experaInced as "stress-

ful" only as it impinges on ind vidual feelin( ;. We stall

discuss some 'of the complexitie, in assessing inner" versus

"outer" sources of neglectful bthavior in Cle &ection )n

.46

t. al vs' Professional Definititns

The two professi,mal groups thus far most r:onoorn:d with

leglect have been the legal authorities, that i3 one c)urts

ond other related off cialsi anesocial workers. Meie: (1964)

41111111111.1m1111111111.1.1111.=111111111111
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has offeqd a provocative revaaw of the two sorts of ietit.L-

,

ti,ons used explicitly and implicitly by the two .profe;sioral

clusters. Discussing legal a(EinitiOns, she observes as

have others, that these vary virkedly from,state to s ate.

(We understand an attempt to cavisea model law cover g abuse

and neglect is'under gay as'this is being written.)

.

Neglect laws var but any neglect law must embo ly these

esiements;

(1) the definitim'of a child; (2) identificatiok of

the personssp4alified to petition to the court who allege'

that a child'is being neglected; (3) specification of

the-meaning cf*beglect; (4) description of the nature of

tne legal procedures to be followed and-identification ot,

the court of jurisdiction; and (5) a statement of the

ways in which the court may dispose of the neglect

.
petition before it.... (p. 156)

Meier goes on to describe elemints commonly found in stItutes

A:, influencel by commun 'noiMs, she ,otes tha_ it is not

of the individual states cover ng neglect,

Similarly; the conditions that'constitu e neglect Ore:

variously defined, but rather characteris ically the laws

cite these circumstances: 1) iiadeguate physical core;

(2) absence of-orinadequatc, mea. cal care (3) cruel or

abusive treatment; (4) improper :upervisi, n; (5) exp_oita-

tion of the child's earning capacity; (6) unlawfully keep-
.

ing the child out of school; (7) exposing the child

criminal,or immoral influence th,t endang(rs his mortis...

(p. 157)

Since-both legislators an( soc_ al worke s a'7e strolgly

4.

Suri.rising to find their definition: of neglect lave much in

comnon. Sure enough, when one exam_ nes the atteapt it a

comprehensive definition«made ty tiu Americal.,Hunane Association

in '1966, theilisting is ve y remini:cent. T.le child's physical,

emotional and intellectUal growth aid laWar., are presumed tc
---

be jeopardized by a wide range of conditions "...When,.for
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example, tilt child is: (1) malnourished, ill clad, dirty, witi-

out proper shelter or sleeping arrargementS"...rangingto..

"(8)' exgOsed'to-unwholesome and demciralizing circupsta,ces."

(p. 25)- A

Meier goes on to cite the somewhat' different view of

neglect which social workers hold. One is the,degree (fi

inference isvolved in'making a judgment. According to lei,

..

"Law cannot be concerned with causative factors or wit!.

predictions of future behavior." (p. 161) Hence, julp s

generally confine,themselve& to matters of clear and p,,?sent

dang,?.r, whereas social workers become.eoncerne about hat the

chill's future will bring if nothing is done obout his circum-
%

dfstan es. There are dangers involved if the law remov( 3 children

on t e basis of uncertain predictions of things to cor2. Yet,

it i: to. be noted that the Su reme4ourt deci. ion tha uninte-

t
i

X

'rated schools are, by defini on, unequal was based 3n a
i_

rery similar sort of prediction.

Certtinly, the s:ate of knowledge in our fiAcl dcs aXecc

chat is r?garded as neglectful. Before there wcce rabies snots,

nothing could be done for a youngster bitten by 3 rabid dog.

i;vvi that we have them, the failure to' get prompt medir..1 atte;

tion for such a child woll4d no doubt be deemed neglectful. Tie

same might be said about ensuppg adequate protein in an infart's

diet. Hence, a professional statement of what constitltes chili

neglect depends on the state.of our knowledge of child develop-

ment in all its facets. Continuing, Meier notes that social

workers are more sensitized by training to cone:1:n about



"emotional ie4lect." She, herself, questk4ns ghetWer te,;Ls-
,-

lators otrIril' enter that particu3ar hicket, Nti,'h its wjo

, 0

openness tointerpretttiol by indivIlual ccurts.

Finally, she notes that wheret.s the law !s coxerced

with neglect as *n entity, *social work thimks of clild care

*Al.along a continuum, ranging from excellent, 4 ouv adequate,:

'to cause of grave concern, and finalll megiec.ful. Altnough

w6 literally had not'come across her writing at the time we
,

did our work, it is of interest that cur own scale for measur-

ing child caring follows just this idea. 3W,, not only is

child caling a continuum, it is a multiplex cdmensiot. On the

3ne hand children prove amazingly resilient; on trte other,

the nurturance of a child to his full potential requires the

Simultanoous meeting of needs in an astonishingly wide variety,

of areas, ranging from ensuring sheer survivol to developing

qis oogn_tive abilities and capacity Lo love: Moreover,

neglect Js inevitably relative The\/ehildren of disorcianid,

"multi - problem" American families (see below) are nearly all

better off than those now starving in Africa's dr)ught :ountric;.-

Fui a 1 these reasons, we have oursolvesreuirded attem!)ts

to define n glect ccnceptually as premature .1nd lent -ficilly

ti

p',..esumptuotts (Polaneky,
Borgman and DeSaix, ,972). vever,

the present assignment demands establishing ..)oundlri2'

followinq workin:1 definition is tnerefore Of:ereu

Chid neglect cay be defined as a condition n w Lo:1

a caretaker respcnsible for the child eit,-,er 0,11b rati.fy

or by extraordinary inattentiveness permi_s r.h. ch Id to,

exper ence avoidaale present suffering and/or ail to

provile one or more of the ingredients geleral,y d

e3sen:ial for developing a person's pnysial, Into tect,i,t1

and emotional capacities.
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Implicit, in this definition ar, the follov,111,4. U) That

the "carytaker" may b a non-parent. 1 figure such as , social

agency or even a community; (b) That the neglect need not be

limited to consciously motivated behatyior; (c) .That as.4,

matter of values, failure to aYleviate avoidaiae discomiort

is deemed neglectful even if it leaves no cere.ain.longt(rm

damage; (d) We accept the state of knowledge will hopeftllyr

Change, so that the best we can do is to make our definition

in termkof wnat is definitely cngwn in each eri; (e) Hence,

the concept is necessarily someihat ambiguous; (f) Neciect,

like abuse, may prove lethal (G ovaPhoni, 1971; Sullai f, et a

1967; Kromrower, 1964), and often does.

Our definition, then, repri:sentc a stand on a ar ety of ,.,

:elated issues. It is in line Jith current social woi, think-

ing (Kadushin, 1974). Emphasis must be given to the fct that

neglect is not defined in terms of intentional parenta mis-

feasance. Conscious intention ,A11 often be hard to 0,termin-3.,

especially, among people living, themselves, in dreadft

circumstances. The key issue according to :)a-ens pati ae is

the ,robable impact on the child, a point strssO.by oldseith,

Freud and Solnit (1973). A similar stand wit,1 respect to the

legal' definition o child abuse has been ,take , by Neal-, rgei,'

t al (19/3a; 197542+: We would also urgie the: legdl d fini-

tions reflecting, as they always ought,the 1,-evalent firms

and valdes of the culture nevertheless not cc,fine the elves

e matter; acknoseledged even by the most backward eler 'its of,

the society. For, there is a ciltural lag, sxnet-iilas
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and disturting, betKeen what 11,s been, recently di3:overed lnd

oits acceptnA into law. Courts may a6propriately len) on

advance d, (xpert opinion and testimony.

The Oeerdtional Definition of Neglect

Tie working defirlition of neglect dfferel Is argi able,

as definitions always are, on ;:mantl.c.ancl conceptual grounds

Since this is so, one might cor.:lude that an operatioral

definition would be totally imFossible., But, this is lot the

.4,Ay science typically moves forward. Very often, a ccacept

,:larified both conceptually and operationally simultanaously,

3y a.process of succeE.siVe approximations to desired criteria

Jegal adjudication is one way t) achieve an operational

iefinition of neglect, but it scientifically unsatisfactor:

or reasons aiready (Fven, and o be further elaboratel (see

Prevalence, below). Uhat kinds of professional measur2s exist:

Basically, there are two sources of data regarding the

care a child is receiving: one can examine wnat a fan ily is

providing its child, or one can examine the cni.1.1 and craw

conclusions from that. All methods of inferring adequlcy'of

care are variations oil tneselthemes, includimj observe ions o

the child's current ccndition; sequellae in the child; the

child's own report; d rect obseivation of child-carimi' paren of

reports of care given available amenities in to how: and

parental character (Polansky, Bergman End DeSai,<, 197:', PP-

31ff). An instrument relying oi. many ct these :;ource:i, and

long in use, is the Family Functioning Scales o: Geis;Aar and

I
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his colleagues (1973). Developedoriginally orwork on the

multi-problem family,. the scales depend heavily on interviews

forasic data from wh ch ratings are then made. Satisfactory

reliabiliies have been achieved, a3 well as evidence rat

construct validity. Hcwever, tie scaiZs are rather global

ratings, and not specific to thy measurement )f neglect, as

such.

The most relevant instrument yot in the iterature appears

to be )ur own Childhood Level of Living Scale (Poleisk

Borgman and DeSaix, 1972), probably because i: was dev, Loped

. out of a concern with children rece ving care thought kie

marginal or outright neglectful The idea fo such a scale

was adopted from work by the rural sociologis s (e.g. 3elcher,

1972), who were pushed to find ways of scalinj familics wilcme

life style was at a level where ordinary measures of socio-

economic status cease to discriminate. Our Scale (thc CLUis

multiplex, including both numerous facets of basic phsical

care along with,measures of "cognit fe/emotional" nurturance.

The CLL was designed :o be used wit: families ecistin, at or

ery near the poverty line in incomk. With inc ime this held

constant, a number of meaningful. relationships have b( 2n

established, for exam?le, between ti-e. CLL score and facets of

the mother's personalitythe parent on whomye chose to foci.);

in our study of poor %ppalachian families.

Others, by the way, have found that in research ; 1 rural

areak, the family's Tavel of lip ing is by no Ileans sol '1y

dependent on income. Belcher, Crader an Vazwez-Calc,derra
11
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(1973) have assessed the variance ii level of livinq associ-

ated with other factors among a larc-,1 group of lamilies in

Puerto Rico. "The' greatest amount cC variation

tivel). explained by style of life, 40 pet cent....Of particulir

significance is the relatively small amount of variation

accounted for ,by the economic sEt alone...22 per cent (p.

191) 3y life - style, they mean in this instance something the/

call tie "middle-class syndrome': characterized'by reading

habits, numbers of persons able to,drive in,-the family, and

the like.

O

CLIohas Shon many evidences of validf\ty, face,

cOnsttuct; predictive and siniultaneois. It is currently beirg

subjected. to item anzlyses on our conputers.at Georgii

(PolanIsky and Pollant, in process). The internal consistency

of the scale is very iubStantial, not only among items involv-

ing jtigment and thexafore,susceptibLe to halo - effect, but ale°

among nany items that appear highly )bjective. :Therefore, it

is meaiingful to refer to the Clild1-3od Level of as a

single, if complex, 'dimension. In the rural )opnlati)n oh-,

served, those childrea in the mcst cilapidatei housinl tender

to hav3 the less ainount of attertior to their needS f)r relit' )Le

affection and stimulation. The other advantage of th- CLL is

that it has proven ifFaabl by other personnel (e.g. AFDC

workers) after very :Wort iperiods of on-site training by our

research personnel.

I3nce, there is widently ro qi2stion that one can dove 1o2

a scala for assessinc child care on A continuum with of

19
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the characteristics deemed desirable in any r2seaJeCh ilstru-

ment. One puzzle still remains. WI-1(re shoull ono set the
4

cutting point? Below what score is a child t.) be considered

"neglected"? In practice, the criterion for the lough scaling

used in courts is set by cultu.al values. How mi'. ht we

supplement present pr3cedures?

One way to do it woull be to use the CLL on a larre

population. A limits .ion in it is that it was deEigned for

children aged four or five, but much of it is relatively

.

independent of age -of- the - child. From this greater polulatiol,

one,would then establish norms, as we dowith any other

instrument, including scores at various percentile levels.

One might then use the percentile' rank on the CLL as at least

a.

one important datum in appraising a child's environment,

although even here we woulc still be reluctant to Eix an

automatic cut-off point without further experience. A

scientifir7ally'more desirable rmthod wculd be'a di3criminant-

function analysis, us ng CIL scr ,re as he pre(icto' variable.

If resear:h with a sul)stantial ample of chilrren' ,nabled us

to set the odds that, say, a child with a CLL score below "X"

would become mentally ill,celinquent, retardec, or withdrawn,

the field would then be in positions to use tin. ins rument

with much greater confidence and impact. When, the probabilit

is twenty to one the child will 3e ,in difficulties, ceteris

paribus, his fate is no lonjer a scientific ciciosity but a

moral and legal question.
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There are othgr methodsof assessing the level of care,

including psychological testing of the child. 'The%degrees'of,

trustworthiness of these techniques are implied in the corre-

lations reported in Roots of Futility (1972), where our

research appears most completely. However, in all modesty

(and we.have much to be modest about) the CLL is the most

promising instrument, involving minimal inferences, available

at this time.
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THE PREVALENCE OF EGLECT

"How much of a problem is child neglect" One firm of

the requisite answer is quantitative But wh-t stati ;tics do

we require? For most social it .s with an acute, dent table

onset, the concern is with incidence.
Neglect does not often

fait the incidence model. More typically, it is a chronic

state, woefully private and und!tected until it becomes glaring

or leads to some dramatic denouement. The more appropriate

index, therefore,
would be its )revalence.

The prevalence of neglect ias been a mysLery. There arL

no 'reliable figures for
the nation as a whole. Several of us

have formalized our belief in writing that official figures

available lead to serious underestimates. The stindard

method in use is to count the number of complaint.; received,

then to determine the number of different families involved

and/or the number of children (for different complaints on th3

same family may involve differert
chtldren).' Next, we ask

whether each complaint, or inveEtiga:ion, proved ustified.

these are reasonable steps towald coanting the "ntmber of

justified
complaints" but even they are not yet s .andardized.

Will these prodedures yield incidence or prevalence? rrob-

ably, the latter.

Figures on legally adjudicated neglect have :o be gross

underestimates of the problem. Nearly every agen:y, public

or private, tries to help the family without court, action,

Those se :n by a judge are a.fraztion of all families Ajainqt

2Z
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whom justifiable complaints ha'e been made. iItad.shin, 1974,

p. 264) Judges are appropriately cautious alout ffirming

pe'itions to remove children f r neglect for lega reasons

(Melson, 1956; Mulford, 1956; :osenheim, 1966; Wy Qgala,

1956; Rodham, 1973). Political. consilerations al o occasion-

ally enter in. "Parents vote Nit min)r children uo not and

an unpopular decision on a neglect petition might cost a

judge more votes than responsible renoval of such youngsters

woild e'er gain for him." (Polansky, Borgman and DeSa v,

p. 30)

In surveying legislation and pr. grams in the Sout east

related to child abuso, Johnson .(197 ) documented the ,itfalls

in defini tion, manpower, and easy ac'ess by the public that

lie betwcen official ,gencies and re iable estimates o the

extent o abuse. 'The same would app y to neglect. We have

only recontly begun to have laws recitiring the reporting of

abuse to a central
re4istry--or,inde d to anyone. Neg ect

lags beh nd. Lewis (-969)has also r narked that 61e c'currence

of neglect is substantially underrepLrted.

Using fragmentary data, we have in the past estimtted

the ratio of neglect :o abuse at lea:t as great as 10.1

(Polansky, Borgman anl DeSaix, 1972, p. 25). Kadushii (1974)

nd others also under;core the probatle numerlcal preponderance

cf neglect over abuse Of over 4700 cases referred to a

private child protect ve agency in Ma:sachusetts in 1972, only

14% involved abuse (I% ssachusetts SPCl, 1973) .

For several year:., the State of I lorida 'has had : ,rhaps

the most advanced system in the couat-y for the,centrai
4,0
jj
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repor'ing )f abuse and neglect (Fell, 1974). The sysiam

result 3d from a 1971 change in the laws regarding chi d abuse,

broad.aing its definition to include much that., we knox as

neglect; also, responsibility was taken from the loca

juvenile courts and lodged with the state's Dapartmen,, of

Health and Rehabilitation. The child abuse registry was set

up in )ctober, 1971. A WATS line was installed for receiving

reports from anywhere in the state, and it has been manned

round .he clock, seven days a week. Also, an advertising firs

was enYioyed which did a tasteful and very effective job of

placin; radio and TV spot announcements, newspaper advertise-

ments Ind billboards. In addition, there were several dramatic:

cases n the news at about that time, and the media mentioned

tie ce,itral reporting service with its WATS lines.

P for to October 1971, there had been a ventral registry

of sor.s, for doctors to report case3 of gros.; abuse to local

juveni,e courts. In the year preceding the new system, nineteen.

(i.e., 19) suth reports were submitted to the central office.

In the first eighteen months of the new program (i.e. through

March 1973) 31,828 children had been reported "alused." How-

ever, when these figures were broken down according to specific

"type )f abuse" we found 6,783 children "unattended"; 3,362

"disorganized family life"; and so forth. After eliminating

about ;500 cases whose nature we could not clarify from the

table vailable, we divided the total into .abused_vs.

On thi, basis, we arrived at 21,635 neglected to ,702 ibuseti,

a bit ore than a 3:1 .ratio, but a smaller dispro,orti i ,:han

all previous estimates.
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he number from one state is very large, when we on-

sider that Gil (1970) tbulat2d about 6500 af'irmed complaints

for one year in the whole United States, a feq years earlier.

In Florida, by April 8, 1974, there had been i gross total of

63,315 complaints received (4.1"fa little more than 30 months).

Each call received in Jacksonville is immediately relayed back

to a social worker on call in the local county for immediate

investigation. Between 60% and 63% of all calls prove justi-

fied, according to those in charge. There are surprisingly

few spite calls, false alarms or nuisance calls; the vast

bulk a basis for being made. Heavy proportions of the

calls cote from the citizenry, from neighbors and relatives,

as well as from schools and others. The medical profesgion

continues to be low in reporting. But the message from

1,*

Florida, with its former count of 19 cases of child abuse, is

plain. A bit of organized case-finding enorrously ma'nifies

the vision of the number of youngsters in troablc in hese

United States.

We were curious also about current experiences ii other

parts of the country, and have other figures troy a rural,

and an urban, county in South Central New York ((ouch 1974).

New York now has required central reporting, inc:udini sub-

mitting forms at fixed intervals' to demonstrate (ompl.tints

have been followed up at the local level. (This nult plication

of pa,2rwork is presumably in the se ice of acCcunta)ility,

as always, and is resented by some workers.) Ne Yor': also

has a statewide WATS line., receipt of complaints 24 twcirs p'r
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day, in a law that just went into effect in Scptember, 1973.

From then through December, in the county which includes

Binghamton, 416 complaints were receiXed on 1:8 different

families. From experience, they estimate 90% of the complaints

will be justified and about 20% of those will be taken to

court. In this county, there
3is a staff of 2 supervisors

and 5t caseworkers in protective services. Even a nearby

rural county (Tioga) lad 31 different families with justified

complaints in a six month period after the ne/ law. It will

take a few years for us to clarify now great the volume will

eventually prove to be in all of Nea York state alpne.

Partly because of the nature of their redorting 1,w,

statistics from our own state, Georgia, are understood to be

incomplete even with respect to child abuse--which was the

oily thing mandated for central registry reporting under the

law until i new bill wat'l passed in 1974. The state's

consultant on protective services, Jerry White, tcld us that

in the fis:al year ending June 30, 1973, 340 cases of al use

were lepor.ed. Of these, 70-75%,will drobably h,:ve

'prover conirmed after investigation, based (xi previous ex-

perien:e. His'data show that 88 cases (26%) required cc,urt

action to 'rotect the child. There is-nowayway to make a

ieliabAg/extimate of the comparative prevalence of negle=t;

White would not be surprised if it ran "as hijh as 20,000

cases" (hit; figure) wlich would be a ratio to abuse of cver

50:1 in our particular state. We would not b> surprised,

either.
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Light (1973) has recently published a paper of "abused

ard neglected children" which is already becoming .nown.

Using methods famililr to economist, rrives a a giunber

,

of conclusions. Atone point, for exa le, he.dev.liteps.),
)

1

probability model from which to estimate the incid.nce cf

childabuse. Substituting constants for unknowns .n hi:

model, constants which "appeared reasonable after in inf)rmal

survey," (p. 565) he arrives it the estimate that '0.004 of

all.AMerican gamilies physically abuse a child" (I. 565)

introacing another set of constants.in his model yields the

figure "0.01 of all American families" (p. 566) a: a max .mum.

The upper bound estimate, in other words, is 25 tines the

"reasonable estimate." FroM such reasoning this, and from

data from Nevi York State in which l'seg ect" means

"severe neglect or sexual abuse" he arrives at an estimate of

465,000 "neglect and other maltreatment
incidents' other than

abuse, nationally (pc. 567). One is reminded of Oscar Wi,de's

aphorism that statistizs draw a straight'linefror an

unwarranted assumption to a foregone conclusion. rie may well
0

hope that subSeguent authors will not great Light's estimates

with more reverence than he does, himself.

Meanwhile, his observation that the "incidence" of abuse

and neglect'depends heavily on how concerted an eifort i;

made by state agencies to.enforCe reporting certainly wa-rant;

attention. There .;'ie variations in'the calculate, rate is

wild .as 9.6 cases of abuse per
100,000 in New Yor} as coitras_c0

to 1.5 in New Jersey, although the two states are adjaceit art

in many respects very comparable. (p. 562)
e
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As noted, Fontala (1973) is impatient with the distinc-

tion between abuse-a)

He cites figures fro)

Human Association t,

etrerwear, at least

100,0(0 aie"iiii6 lona

itysii'ally, moral' ,

neglect, and speaks of "maltreatment."

Vincent De Francis of the America)

at,"10,000 children are severely battered

50,000 to 75,000 are sexually abuse4,

ly neglected, and another 100,000 dare

And idudationally neglected.." (P- 38)
4

He estimates that at least 150 children the in--New York 6.ity'l

alone, as a result ol maltreatment each year. (p. 39) In

New York City, figur( on maltreated children rose from 1,8b0

cases in 1969 to 3,0(3 in 1970, to 6,000 in 1971 and more

thaL0,000 in 1972. While recognizing that thesesoaring

figures are partly die to the later inclusion of neglect as

well as abuse in the 3tati3tics, Fontana belieyes the rise

represents more than improved reportage. "I )elieve we are

seeing an actual inci lase, and /that the repor,-zed figures have

not yet caught up wit i the facts." (p. 159) 'I cannot help

but feel that the sozfing statistics...are
symptomatic of our

violent, unhappy tinw;)...of the increased stresses that are

confronting all SOCiE 4 and the crest of violence that seems

to be engulfing the tp)rld.n. (p. 40) Social workers have ha0

similar morbid obserxitions about the state of our nation.

"An off brown, fetid, psychological smog has descended on the

America of our generiaion." (Polansky, 1973, p. 57) We slould

not be surprisedto find a million children neglected in this

country, at any one tune.
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Summing up, we fee that the prevalence of child neglect

is still really unkrudn. As with child abuse, the statistics

collected about it w 11 be influenced by such factors as how

it is defined, profe: sionally and legally, the laws passed by

the various states r(luiring centra reporting to facilitate

collection of data, the success of state social servic, de-

partments in encouracing officials, teachers, doctors, nurses

And other interested citizens to in.tiate the "complaints"

4 -

which eventuate in rportiag. Even the convenience of the

reporting form probally affebts a s ate's final.figures. It

seems likely. that insofar as preval nce statistics 4ir; the

error will be on the side of ccnserratism. Official figures

are probably still a fraction cf all that is occurring.

A minor additioril question as been pursued: How does

neglect compare with abuse, numeri y? As we have seen,

estimates of the ratio vary maikedly, but even Florida shows

a proportion of at leist 3:1. ether estimates of the 4tio

put the preponderance of neglect higher, in most places.

--"Should the figures available ever appear suff.4ciently valid

to be regarded as ugtible social indices, we shall have an

interesting further possibility. The ratio o.f neglect to

may actually vay from state to state, and not simply

because of their systems of data-collection. With valid data

it would make sense to ask whether such factors as per capita

income, on the one ha id, or crimes of violence against adult

persons, on the other have systematic relationships with the

rates, and ratios, of neglect and abuse.
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ETIOLOGY

The etiology o, each case of child neglect is to be sought

in the forces that -exult in parentS' giving care to their

children that is le:s than adequate. There is controversy about

the nature and loci of these forces. On the one hand, there

are those so case-olrented that they believe theze-are as many

etiologies as there are neglect situations, and so they offer

no generalizations at all. Others object,to the use of the

term, etiology, since it is redolen: of the "medical model" and

implies individual weakness or dysfinction which they experience

- as f xiag blame. With respect to clild neglect, as to child

abus there has been argument whetler'the parents ought be

seen As victims or culprits. Such debates make cood rhetoric,

bdt they are inevitably simplistic and have litt:.e place in

the serious search for. ways to. heir the children and their

families.

Actually, not a-great deal is known about tae "causes" of

child neglect, which is not surpri.ingin view o: the other

aspects of our ignorance that were documented ab .)ve. What we

have is a number of approaches to ocating the causes, meta-

theories rather than theories, with specific coniections estab-

lished in only a few instances. Tc us, it is li.zely that rather

than locating a universal pattern underlying all instances of

neglect, we shall /eventually come 1p witha'series of types, or

syndromes, involving neglect. Ratter than discu3sing etiology,

we shall then be discussing etiolocies. Meanwhile, the

approaches advanced are to be take: seriousay no: as.
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universal answers bit rather is representing particular forces

thus fax identified in at lea:.t some cases, under some circum-

stances.

We begin this compact reiewwith
explanations that are

more or less
sociolcgical in ( mphas s. Thence, we shall move

toward explanations of the caises o7 neglect couched in terms

of intrapsychic differences aru dynamics.

economics

Kadushin (1974, p. 283) writes, "Neglect appears to be

a response to social stress. More )f ten than not, the neglect-

ful mother has no husband, is livir; on a marginal income and

in vabstandard housing, and i; resp)nsible for the care of an

atyoically large fanily of children." This is a fair state-

ment of the point of view that negl?ctful parents are,them-

selves victins of misfortune.
Poverty is of course the

predominant form of stress, and the failure provide' adequate

economic underpinnin;s for each fan Lly rests in large measure

on a selfishness whith our system c!rmitS .to go unbricled.

An apt image of t hnenlighteted egotimt involved is to

be found in a recent bOok by "Adam imith," pseudonymous author

of two recent bestsellers dealing w-th finance. Returning

from a visit to the lew Chevrolet pant in L xds, own, Ohio,

Smith told an acquaiAtance aboit atAtudes c)mmoil among workers

in this highly autaMtted plant, end,ng with the :hocker that

the rate of heroin zk'icliction :1 one unit was thoPght to be 14,

percent of the wort 'orce. "T.02.111," he said, "I haven't owned

P",
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an auto stock for years. But fourteen percE:nt! Geez, who

makes the needles?" (Smith, 1972, p. 233).

A number of stIdents have justifiably doubted-that even

our welfare system 33 geared to reducing either poverty or

its stressfulness. )iven and Cloward (1971) argue that public

assistance operates to maintain a supply of cheap, disposable

labor. In this vein, several of us have demonstrated that the

standard of living of children on AFDC is ev(11 more barren

than among others of the rural poor (Bonem and Reno, 1968;

Polansky, DeSaix and Sharlin, 1971). Jeffers (1967) documented

what life is like for women and their children in a poverty-

level housing projec: in Washington, D.C. As the late comic,

Joe E. Lewis used to say, "I've lived poor and Vie lived rich.

Rich is better." Child neglect is seen, ther, as one -esultant

of the pervading strEss poverty imposes.

Closer to-our in mediate concern are the paper!, deal=

ing with effects of Ebject family poverty on .hildren. In a

study of women Committed to the New Jersey Re orm.ttory for

Women for child neglect, SThorr (1968) reported that ,at least

half had been living n horsing that was dangerow, and really

unfit for human occup.ncy. Hence, he concluded, economic need'

,is still a powerful firce ..n the collapse of Families. Toting

how many of the child:en of migratory workers are either

illegaLly at work in ihe fields or else left lockEd in shacks

all day, Bennett has called them "the most neqlected children

of America" (1968, p. 308). Reul (1974) has also dealt with
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the drealful livLng circumstances to which many children of

migrant corkers have been exposed, and the way they experience

hunger (1973). Hersis one of the few writingsidealing with

the plight of many Indian children residing on reservations.

From our own unsystematic observations, Indian children are

other candidates Eor the unlovely title Bennett` proposed.

The study by Giovannoni and Billingsley (1970) is well

known. Assuming the effect of economic stress, as such, it

goes beyond it to examine other factors often associated wit

poverty. On the )asis of past histories, 186 lob-income

Women were grouped into three categories of chilt caring:

adequate; potentially neglectful; and neglectful They were

%
then interviewed, once, in depth to try-tollarm ore about

why some itothers were more prone to neglect than others in a

group of ihomall were low-income.

The Lnterviews dealt with past and present life circum-

stances. Neglectful mothers wire likely to nave more

children, to be without husbands, to have hal recent marital

probleme, and to have even worse fiiancial aid other resources
3

(e.g., no telephone, no watch) for 1.hild car2. solated,,

/within thdr neighborhoods, they aim receivA lvss emotional

support from kin. On the other hanl, social and familial

backgrounds did net seem to diEfereltiate thc: neglectful

mothers f om the (ther groups. Hen :e, the athois concluded

neglebt more t} pically the produ :t of current y experience,

stress than of traits which have be:ome part of +he matertlal

personality because of her past life.
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The conclusion:, of Giovannoni and Billingsley are in

contrast to those of several others, who believe they have

discerned a generation'togeneration cycle of neglect. The

obvious, logical question to be raised is whether failure to

locate effects of tte mother's earlier life in one study is to

be received as evidence that it is irrelevant to understanding

Aer present state. Can one obtain reliable reporting about

past life and familial background in a single interview,

accomplished in one session? Why do. the neglectful women find

themselves with more children and no husbands? How did they

make their ways intc' these hard lives? The same sort of

questions must of coarse be raised with respect to Schorr's

conclusions from the relationship between housing and neglect.

And, further to complicate the log c, are reports, tus far

anecdotal and impressionistic, tha the rate of neglect is

rising, now, in ouL iffluent suburbs.

To paraphrase o ,e of our consultants, it would seal

conservative to assulte that neglec becomes most likely when

a person who is internally disorganized is confronted by

circumstances which even rather competent adults would find

hard to manage, i.e. when inner chaos is joined to external

stress.' The neglectful mother, for various personality reasons,

is more prone to get into difficult situations. Once immersed

in troubles, they exacerbate her sense of being overwhelmed.

Rather than a linear relationship from poverty, to stress, to

neglect, we visualize a "funnel of causality," as in sysq6ims
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theory, in which past and present, internal and external

forces play their parts (Polansky, Borgman and DeSaix, 1972,

p. 211). Among the forces, tnose customarily labeled aconomic,

and tie deprivations associated wish poverty certainly play a \

role. Buz. the role is not simple and direct. If it sere, all

poor mare its would also be neglect7u1--a proposition vnich is

certainly not correct.

Cultural Values and Child Caring

the impact of cultural values on the .treatment of children

is of course very striking when we look beyond our own society

to those very different. In the Hawaiian royal family,

brothr-sister marriages were the rule. The problem of

defec ive issue from inbreeding was solved by relegating

such infants to death by exposure, a custom follcwed also in

ancient Greece. The British discovered a somewhat related

practice in certain parts of rural India. Daughters were

seen as economic liabilities 'ince they required dowries, so

female infanticide was common. Evei today, there are villages

in which male children outnumber female by 50%, e dispropor-

tion reinforced in part by neg ecting adequate medical care

for itfant girls (Minturn and iitchcock, 1966). There are

two reasols for mentioning cultural influences ae possibly

operative in child neglect. First, there is an cpinion--lay

and informal rather than scientific, to be sure--that what

some of us regard as neglect is, among the poor or the lower

classes, "the way we live" and socially acce;.ted. The second

;i5
`11=10.11.111111111111
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.occasion for examining culture comes from tie observation

that. whither or not there are.whole social groups with verb

low standards for child caring, there definitely appear to

be extenc ed families in which the child real ing values border

on neglec tful.

,Thec,ries regarding the impact of the cultare of poverty

take the following general form. Acting through the family,

culture molds the. personality; the modal personality, in

turn, determines the culture's institutions and values; sig-

nificant institutions affect child rearing practices and

these, in turn, help to establish the average-e>43ectable

personality in the next generation. A cfew writers have

focused on a "culture," seemingly stable across successive

generatims, that characterizes life among the ,)coor in the

Unit,:d States. To Walter, Miller (1965) the focal concerns,

of lower-class culture are trouble; toughness; smartness;

excii.ement; fate; and'autonomt. "Many lower-class individuals

feel that their lives are subject to a set of forces over

which they have relatively little control." (p. 155) Battle

and Rotter (1963) have shown "external control of reipforce-

ments" to be more commonly ex?erienced among lower-class

children than middle-class; Polanlicy (1969) reported a

similar difference on "felt power]essness." (See also

Hollingshead, 1964 and Besner, 19(3.) Komarovsky (1969)

held that in the lower-lower class there is no plan

rationale for child rearing other than an inonsister

attempt to keep the'children under minimal control. lence,

ti46
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one might argue that, in addition to its
A

ob'ious privations,

growing up in poverty leaves youncisters wits values, indeed

char,cter structures, less useful from comp, ting in our

social order. When they in turn become parents, they are

ill-equipped to provide materially for their children; they

are also ill-equipped to help them internalize controls.

This is an attractively complex explanation, but it ,Ilas

a serious flaw. By most standards, only a smallcsoportion

of the poor really neglect their children. We klow of no

culture in which one earns a medal for chip; neg.ect, for

abandoning one's children, or other like behavio'. Since

this is so, it seems appropriate to regard the 'vulture of

poverty" as condition which lays a trap for a whole class

of people, but which ensnares only a small minority. This

has been true until now. It JS be:oming harder to Oredict

what will happen in the "behaxior iinks" of our cities.

On the other hand,,there do aTear to be sub-groups,

pockets of people, isolated eYtendA families about whom we

do have the strong impression that something like a cultural

explanation is applicable. That i ,, there are couples who

seem to lack meaningful standards or how ore's children

ought be treated. And their histo ies, when known, often

reveal they were reared in similany child-al omi(: families,

themselves.

Interestingly enough, there is a literature on class-

related differences in child rearing practices and beliefs,

but it does not really tap issues approaching ne(flect.
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Studies of the age of toilet-training or Weaning do not

raise the kinds of questions that c%ncern us: e.g. Does,

the mother strongly believe children should be fed prepared

meals without fail? In one study of women identified as

neglectful, we found that they gave socially acceptable

answers to such questions, but their observed practices

were wildly out of lone with what they professed. (Polansky,

Borgman ald DeSaix, 972)

There is no adequate methodolcm as yet developed for

the systematic study of cultural velues about chJad-caring

at the basic level that concerns us. Practicall all the

data are based on self-reports, or are anecdotal or frag-

mentary. The research technology appears to be ,rell within

behavioral science capability, but it simply has not been

developec.

We may soon be badly in n.led of such studies ;. Values

about essential ingredients of child-caring taken for

granted by the bulk of our society for the past two or three

generations, at least, are turning up missing. nor are the

poor the only elements of the population for whor this is

true. Some experts have the impression there is now more

neglect in middle-class families from the afflueit suburbs

than heretofore. Children are left alone at relatively

§oung ages while their parents go out of town; many are

left for long periods unsupervised; others turn u? at school

unkempt or inappropriately dressed for the weather. Often,
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such instances are asiociated with parental alcoholism but

sometimes they reflect a more pervasive trend to abdicate

parental responsibility in favor parental gratification:

In a permanent youth culture, doing the parental bit makes

one a liability for.fun and games.

Breakuown of the Nuclear Family

The nuclear family is,not what it used to be; the odds

are that it never was. At what point in history has the

married couple and its children, standing relatively alone

against the world, been asked'to undergo the levels of stress

some of ours face? Even frontier families travelled tnd 7

settled in groups; emphasized neighborliness;
clung t) the

extended family for protection. One line of explanation for

the possible rise in the prevalence of neglect (if there is

one) is that the nuclear family is col Apsing under a load

it was riot designed by nature to carry

In this theory, the modern version of the nuclear family

is a unique and rather dysfunctional emergent from tFe

industrial revolution.
Drawing on the traditions of Sorokin,

Louis Wirth and Thomas and Znaniec:i, Slater (1970) zrgues

that basic human desires for commu ity, for engagement and

dependence are
frustrated by the A lerican life-style. "One

can no Longer as in the past take refuge in institut.ons

such as the extended family and stlble local neighbohood."

(p. 5)

Otaer writers, such as Parsoni and Bales (1955) have

9
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called attention to he increased vulnerabilily of the'family

in times of rapid social change,
Effects'are thought co

fall most heavily on the urban poor (Raab and Selznic}, 1959).

Hence, the apparent similarities o neglectful fimilics as

we observed them in rural Appalachia to those found in cities

has theoretical as welk as practic-..! implications. The degree

of role differentiation betwe4 the sexes was becoming even

great3r (at least when these state rents were composed)

accolling to Rainwater (1969); als), conjugal pairs were

thought to be increasingly thrown on each other in their

joint isolation. Roach (1969) went so far as to suggest the

poor are too isolated even to,tranimit group values, much

but tds is an extreme poSition
less a "culture of po

applying perhaps only. to e most lisorgani(xed 'rgments of

the 1)wer class._ We haVe also evilence that v)rking class

coupl!s cimmunicate less with each othtr than io midd,a

class. Hence, the p-essure on the women in her mater)!al role

in a very poor fail, becomes grea.est ofall. (Morris, 1969)

If one is lookiag for universal trends, the literature

is filled with contrdictory statelent- and analyses at

cross purposes. ,The-e-is, for example, a body of opinion

t4at, with such 9onventendes as telephenes and automobiles

extenied families are morn in communice,tion than they have

ever been. Hence, the statement that ruclear families are

overloaded with functions and more isolated tlan giver before
4

and therefore neglectful is controversial. .. is contro-

versial if we presume the neglect reflects a iniversal tread
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It is less controversial, houwer, if we confine our

attention to the neglectful famill. , as such. Many have

noted that neglectful families are' 'often isolated, either

lacking an extended family, or rej?cted by it, or with-

dawn from it. Evans, Reinhart ani Succop (1972) studied

0 children with the "failure tet tirive" syndrome, Among

the features widespread inthe-zrolp of cases they note that

both parents seemed leJnely, with f.:w social (ontacts or

recreational outlets; none had sup fromi:amilles of
.

origin. Fathers in these families wer also seen as offer-

ing the mothers little emotional tsterance in times of need.-

Hence, several features recur in. i eports on neglectful

.

families: they are said to be out ,f communicatiol with other

con parable families in their local..is;'they are sa..d to be

isclated, also, with respect to receiving epotional all

practical support from their extended families; and tley are

described as breaking down, meanin; that lines of communica-

tion,_' assurances of security, and practical competences are

all scarce commodities. In a gene 7a1 way, there are Iwo

popular lines of explanation for wat has been observed, or

at least presumed. Therm is the s)ciological explanation,

to which we have alluded; and thera are psychological ex-

planations, in the sense that the familial collapse is seen

as secondary to the personality problens of the parents.

That the two modes of thinking are insnffic.Lently in rela-

tionship to be placed in juxtaposition has had no detarrence

to thei- use as vehicles of argument.
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Parental Pathology

To those directly engaged n work with neglectful fam-

flies, the most immediately vis,ble cause of their problems

lies in the personality difficu.ties and lacks in the

parents. Yet, when one tiies ta ltieralize about what these

difficulties are, he is likely to bi! overwhelmed, especially .

if he is grounded in clinical vork. Calling all these

diverse people "neglectful," a! if that provided a diag-

nosis, is simply incredible. 11.:.refore, one looks for a

listing of diagnostic types, hcpefully with some attention

to which

ful. The

ost prevalent amcng parents labelled neglect-

erature on neglect, stch as it is today, offers

very little help.

Indeed, we have found onl one ref 3rence in which

there w s an attempt :,to identiiy
the pe-:-sonality types most

prevalent in neglect situation!, and it was our own.

(Polansky, DeSaix and Sharlin, 1972) And our Listing is

unsatisfabtory on two grounds: first, it is basedon an

examination only of the mother.i' personalities second, it

is iincomplete, even in listing maternal problens. A psychi-

atricaliy oriented team could flake a contribution simply by

staffing a substantial group o women implicated in neglect

and venturing diagnoses and estimates of prevalence on

better grounds than we did!

It hardly seems worthwhilE to recount the etiologies of

all the clinical types we, ourselves, Mere able to identify.

(.4
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Some mothers are neglectful because of their own severe

mental retardation. (Pavenstedt, 1973) We have,,3een told

that the main reason they do not ccnstitute even more of a

social problem is that severe retardation is so often as-

sociated with other anomalies that cause infertility and/or

make mating unlikely. Yet, modera ely retarded people often

become parents. (Henshel, 1972) ',aere is, naturally, an

enormous literature on the etiolog es of retardation in

which its connection to child neglit would seem rather

coincidental. Some mothers are schizophrenic, and their

neglect comes from massively distorted visions of the world

or from massive withdrawal. There are more theories than

agreements about the causes of schizophrenia. Larger in

numbers than the ambulatory schizophrenics are the women

who Exist in 4porderline states only occasionally, obviously

psychotic. Since they Are often able to pull themselves

together in the face of externdl presstre, the ps ichiatric

reasons for their odd, even we.rd styles of child rearing

may el;cape the unsophisticated observer, especially if he

places a higher value on new L.eedoms than on trying to

imagine how life must be like ior the child involved. It

cannot be said that the cause et borderline states is well

understood.

Many women, for completeIl understandable reason:;,

live in a chronic state of depression. In a proportion of

such cases, as one of our colleagues, John Patton comment-

ed, child neglect is secondary to the setf neglect which se
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often accompanies depression. The depression may be genetic

in origin ---which is to recognize the
body of opinion that

endogenous depressions are biochemical and hereditary. Or

it ma} be'lhronic because of events in the mother's own

childlood (e.g.,'neglect by her own mother). In other in-

stances, t to depression is thought to be exogenoUs and with

a definable onset, such as desertion by a husband or lover,

or death of a parent. There are literatures on the etLolo-

gies of depression and of depressive characters which lo

not require insertion here, even if we were competent to

abstract them. The important thing to note is that tl.ere

are such conditions among mothers (and fathers) who n !glect

their children, but the "state of the art" is such thit we

have no idea in what proportion of cases well-defined

depressions are present.

,Our comments have been abott pathological conditions

in mothers because our own research was on maternal person-

ality as a determinant of level of child care. Similar

listings can, and should, be ma6e or paternal pithologies

leading to neglect, as well. ikthough their rcle in direct"

child care in the lower socioeconomic group, certainly, is

less than the mothers', the problems they create for their

families, and their failures to support the child caring

processes also operate causally in neglect situations.

Fathers who are retarded, or alcoholic, or pSychotic, or

sociopathic, or severely phobic, or senile, or generally

44
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inadequate are among the types frequently mentioned in con-

nection with neglect. Once again, however, there has been

no delineation of types of psychiatric disability. Without

such listings, programs for individual treatment and the

setting of social policy stand on shaky grounds

Is there a large group of people who are "essentially!

normal" in most respects, but who are particularly crippled

in their parenting? In other cords, do we find persons

wh3se°,neuroses, mild In most /3spec:s, have severely in-

valed attitudes toward their c4ildran? To our knowledge,

we are the only group sto have raised this particular ques-

tion, crucial as it Ls for planning treatment. From our

study of poor families in rural Appilachia, we concluded

that we could not have found some o: the relationships

existing\among structural pereonali y variables unless

neglect usually tends to be pact of a more pervasive

pattern, 'a character neurosis or disorder. (Polansky,

Borgman and DeSaix, :.972) This question warrants further

study, however, because each of us n clinical practice

has encountered clients who were con?etent, likeable and

substantial people who were nevertheless so engrossed in

conflict' with their awn parents the would have been poor

risks for parenthood.

Just as there still is no profEssional typology of

neglecting parents, or even of neglecting mothers, there

has been no systematic synthesis of :he dynamics accompany-

ing neglect and marginal child care. Such listings are ofr
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interest for purposes of theoretica integration, ;)f course;

they are also of tremendous help to practitioners because

they say, "Here are some constellat.ons of motivation and

emotion, mostly
unconscious, which 'ou may be dealing with.

One or more may'fit the person with whom you are working."

What are some speculations to date?

In their study of 15 "failure-lo-thrive" infants,

Barbero, Morris and Redford (1963) comment on the maternal

response to the infant. New mother:: who already have

deprecatory self-images perceive their babies as critical

judges of their mothering capabilit.es, thereby blending

the baby into pre-existing bad-moth r inagery. Feeling

thus threatened, they are unable to meet the neonate's

physical and emotional needs. As a result, the babies show

infantile depressions resembling the mirasmus reported by

Spitz (1945). They also report a'tendency to identify in

the baby traits in 11 father which are disliked.
at'

Incidentally, it must be mentioned that a numbe'r of

investigators have noted a relationship between the faiJure-

to-thriNie maternal
syndrome and that found in child bat'er-

..,*

ing (Koel, 1969; Bullard, et al., 1967; Barbero Sha,ieen,

-967) In a more recent paper, Smith and Hanson (1972)

lypothesize the two are on some sort of characterclogical

continuum. Some typical components associated with thr

personality of the abusive parent --coldness, failire to

empathize with the child's needsare also exhibited by

mothers implicated in failure-to-thrive. We can advance
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shrewd guesses about what Aust have gone on in the early

life of such a person.to produce the symptomatology shown

in relation .:Jo her child, but to our knowledge only Morris

and Gould (1963) have dealt with the life histories of

failure-to-thrive motlers.
There have been many more com-

ments about the psych genesis of the battering parent.

aaviously, it would b! fascinating, now, to know to what

extent the two surfacLI manifestations
rest on similar bases.

For, both are potentiilly aimed at infanticide.

Alcoholism in one or both parents has been recurrently

associated with reports on child neglect. The dynamics of

alcoholism, and its liochemical aspects, have both been

studied of course. low these dynamics also relate to

neglect has not been specified, although once again one can

make shrewd guesses. The group at.Odyssey House in New

York have become ala)med about the Lumbers of drug addicted

young women who seek to become preg,ant, then insist on

carrying the baby to term despite rfusal to give up drugs

during pregnancy, an other poor pr natal care which

endangers the foetus Following bi th, they often give the

baby limited attention, or effectivdy abandon it. A

syndrome of "poor sexual identity" as been cited as ireva-

lent in the group. (Densen-Gerber, riener and Hochstedler,

1972) Pregnancy is invited by the ddict ar a narcissistic

effort to reassure herself that she is all right, and a

competent female being. The child, having served its sym-

bolic function, has scant meaning a; a person. The fact
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is that the neglected child was oft3n unwanted as a person,

and this is so not cnly among addicted parents. (Evans,

Reinhart and Succop, 1972)

Among Aany infantile women (ard men!) the heLpless

babe in acme serves as a buffer against unresolved separa-

tion anxi3ty and loneliness. Hence, the threat which is

not uncommon, "If you remove my children, we'll just make

some more." Polansky, Borgman and DeSaix (1972) have

proposed 4e find adult pacifiers less vtlnerable than human

infants! Children are also usei syrabolically in marriages

that are coming apart. Some ar3 un3onsciously rejected,

according to the formulation "If I lid not have you, , would

not be so trapped in this awful marciage." Refusal to

care for the child may serve as amearm of infuriating he

marital partner; we find child neglect _xi the service of

spite. Both partners to a bitterly engrossing bad marriage

may be depressed. Relevant exanples are to be found Al the

detailed case materials of Sull:Nan, Spasser and Penner

(1973). These are just a few the genotypical emotional

situations associated with and/or underlying neglect. It

should not be hard to make a far more extended taxonomy in

the terms of ego psychology and family dynamics. After

all, the number of widely prevalent dynamic constellations

cannot be infinite, and such a listing would alert profes-

sionals to possible insights which ace now obscured by the

surface chaos which first confronts :hem. The messagE of

Sullixan, Spasser and Penner is this: "These, too, arc peo,1.2:
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We are led finally to a residual group, those with

marked character problems. Concerning such parents, order

is finally emerging. Several investigators, operating

relatively independently of each other, have confirmed

each other's main conclusions. There is agrlement among

most serious students that we are dealing wish a problem

of severe immaturity in a substantial proportion cf all

neglectful parents. In her study of 180 neglectful and

abusive parents, Young (1964) noted that most of the

neglectful were themselves child-like. They were dependent,

unable to carry continuing responsibility, Jacked adequate

inner controls, had poor or distorted judgmElt--claracter-

istics we associate with failure to mature. "If he be-

havior of 'neglecting parents toward their ci Lldreh could be

summed up in one word, that word would be ildiffe)ence.

Children themselves, they reacted as children to the demands

and obligations of parenthood and adult life." (p. 31)

Similar reports came from a group in Boston, under the leader-

ship of Pavenstedt. Thus, Bandler wrote, "The most striking

characteristic of these families is that they are families

of children and the parents have grown up without any clear

normative system...." "Within the family unit the needs of

the parents take precedence over the needs of the zhildren."

(1967, p. 231) Because of their childishness, the parents

relate to their children as older siblings, if, iz fact,

they assume that much responsibility (minuchin, el al, 1967).

49
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Often, they compete with their chil,ren for wricge dependency

needs will be met. We have recorder,, the tendency to push

older children into the role of mother's helper, or even

mother. (Polansky, Bor

Cycles of Neglect

The life histories of majority of neglectful parents

are said to be alarmingly sim lar t( tho3e they are offer-

ing their own children. All re ear, hers who nad.continuing

contacts with families studied, hat life histories could

n and DeSaix, 1972)

be known with reasonable certainty,

with the degree to which current fa.

neglect seem rooted in the families

Pavenstedt, 1967; Minuchin, et al.,

and DeSaix, 1972; Geismar, 1973).

were worming contemporaneously and

least, were arrived at without know

others'. What we have elsewhere to

tional cycle of neglect" was agreed

as well. One of them, Penner, also

routine and even ritual in the live

their parents.

have been impressed

ily disor3anizaticn and

of origin (Young, 1964;

1967z Polansky, Bcrgman

11 tiese investigators

ux °in conclusions, at .

edge of most of th?

need :he "intergene ra-

to all our cons iltants,

rema.7ked the abser:e of

, of these folks ani of

The remarking of intergenerati nal cycles does not dis-

count the impact of current life st ess, emphasized by

Giovannoni and Billingsley (see abo'e). But it does inply

that earlier deprivationsleave mans on one's personality

which make him less capable of adeq.ate parenting. Silce
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these marks go old and deep, they will not be reverse( by

superficial measures, nor respond re.iably to envi.ronmmtal

manipulat'ons. From their own hard Lives, many noglecAng

parents have emerged isolated and cold, narcissistic and

basically depressed.

The Lntergenerational cycle is fairly readil. explain-

able by psychoanalytic personality theory, Yet, other

possibilities cannot be overlooked. Does inadequate nutri-

tion cause the retardalpn and lethargy? Are we confront-

ing obscure constitutional facttrs? We see two parents,

from equally barren environment: ani yet. one .s p3re

amenable to help than the other Why? Lack 01 e>.pertite

in genetics does not award the privilege of di-counting

them. Is something like infantilism inheritable?

Mention must be lade of the varying forms which

maternal and/or paterial infantilism, takes. Fcr example,

we have diidtinguished the pattern of apathy-futility (i.e.

withdrawal and immobiAzation) from impulsiviv (i.e.,

"acting out-" and irreE,ponsibility). (Polansky et al, 1970)

The "acting out" parent, often implicated in t(mperary

abandcnments, is seen as actually less patholo, ical, only

recurrently neglectful, mole treatable. The origins of

this syndrome, its functiors as a defense against inner

deprefsivenes, are rather well understood. The more

severe problem, the apathy-futility reaction, is thought to

be rocted in the first months cAlife, and its etiology

will b3 explicated in the Eection on Sequelae below, c:her,-)
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we see graphically how handicapper parenthood may be trans-:

witted from one generation to the next. Multiple-item be-

havioral scales in presence-absenca format have been

developed by Polansky, et al (197;) to rate degrees of

apathy-futility and impulsivity. )eSaix has found thei

useable with county child well are dersonnel (personal

communication). Factor analyses izesently nder way cimon-

strate extremely high inteznal co.sistency c..mong scale items.

(Polansky and Pollan 1, in process

A ,major gap in ormulations k2 etiology i ; the la,:k

of truly relevant theory at the level of the faddy, as

such. Most observations cited .ilok.ve deal w.:.th personal

pathology. Yet, neglect is something that Lappens in the

family system. Except in gross terms, whicn really amount

to differentiating the "organized" from the "disorganied"

family, we do not have concepts for discriminatilg types

of neglectful families in ways that:,. are relevant to

estimating prognosis and prescribing treatment. Even an

analytical mapping of the field of discourse might be a

contribution at this stage.
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IDENTIFICATION ANL. CASE FINDING

We will deal here with such questions as the operational

definition of child neqlect; large-stale organization for

adequate casefinding; and early warring signals.

Operational Definition

'Earlier we proposed the following definition of child

neglect:

Child neglect may be de inec as a conditi(m in

which a caretaker respo sibl, for the chid
either deliberately or y e>zrac.uinary irat-

tentiveness permits the chili to expe:ierve
avoidable present suffe ing and/or fails io
provide one or more of he llgredient.i
deemed essential-far de elo-,ing (z person'
physical, intellectual .nd caoticnal capa ities.

As Gil remarked about his >wn definition of ,buse, our

definition is reasonably satisfring at the conceptual level.

The crunch comes where one must apply it, in the lield. At

the present state of the art in this country there are only a

few sorts of evidence taken as nifficiently convincing prima

f-ie, to lead to immediate act.on br legal o2ficials. That

is to say, we have hardly anyth.ng comparable to X-ray in

detecting abuse. What evidence; are used?

Outright abandonment is an obvious form of neglect, and

is so treated by both police and welfare authorities. But,

what is "abandonment"? The mother who goes o..t, g!ts drunk,

and leaves her infant alone for twenty-four hours 'ill be

regarded as having abandoned him--if the child's s tuation is

detected, then reported. The mother who leaves foir small

jJ
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method o diagnosis, when rechild homes to medical attention

and the parents will cooperate. If the infant is hospital-

izpdp\and given routine, good nursing care, and gains weight

49

children under the care of their eight-year-old eldest sister

while she goes "down the street" for an evening at it tavern

is not necessarily seen as aband,ming. Age of the

and thc period for which he has teen left both affect the

appraisal of whether he was abanioned. At least sone chil-

dren aie killed in home fires each year because there was no

adult home. It has been reported that in our on state

of Georgia, after a tornldo has struck, it is not uncommon

to find children wandering about whose parents are not only

not in the wreckage, they are not in the vicinity, having

left their children unsupervised. So, a fair amount Or

"abandonment" goes by unidentified either because it is not

gross, or because parents have played Russian roulette with

children's lives, and won.

Anotner evidence of neglect seems to be calculated from

the obvious inability of parents to fulfill their responsi-

bilities because of their own conditions. Incl4ded here

would be alcoholic parents found stuprous with their children

unfed for several days., Drug addicts also present a problem

nowadays (see below). Children living in "immoral surround-

.,

ings" may also be summarily removed, but one does not often

hear of such action. A

The "failure to thrive" syndrome ha' a rather neat .
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and he'ght on this atone without pos3tive medicil findings,

"failure to thrive" becomes the res)dual, but ilther con-

vincing, diagnosis. The eviaence it ever stroi Ter when such

a child, returned to his mo.her, lo: es gr )und, but again

improves when he is rehospitalized. The difficulties w th

this diagnosis, however, are first that we lose many in 'ants

because they are not brought: in for checkups, and seconily

that the mothers involved, :.or neurotic reasons, often

"hospital shop" or otherwise elude the staff by whcm th3

diffic tlty has been diagnosed (Bullard, et al., 19(7).

A very great need in icentifying chronic, LnsAious

neglec is some measuring-stick for adequacy of parental,

especially maternal, care. This implies'a scale. the items

%.*
.

)he scale must be likely to be known, Dr able to be co-
.,

served and otherwise discovred, by perso is doing the fx)nt-

line jobs in social service agencies, private and p3rticilar-

ly public '(since the bulk of protective s2rvices ar2 unc Ir

Public auspices in this country outside a few, older con-

munities). From experience, we have also learned taat i)r

such a scale even to; have face-validity, It must he age-

graded. Essential mothering at one age may become Lnfar:illza-

tion of youngsters somewhat older (Sharlin and Pola'Isky,

1972). The scale must meet the usual revisit° of interial

consistency. And it must have cmtemporaleous or, most

desirably, predictive validity. That is io say, w( woul

1Lientific reassurance that a "low store" on Ile scale

really does mean ingredients gen2rally deemed Jssertial 0,

t)()
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cevelopment are missing. The orly such scale thus far on-

strutted, is the Childhood Level of Living Scale achance,l by

Polansky and others; that is to say, it is the onll metaod

of measuring child care whose 1(wer ranges deal with the gut

issues of neglect. It is also, for better or worsE, the

cnly scale meeting other criteria (e.g4, evidence cf validity).

(Polansky, Borgman and DeSaix, 1972) Therefore, wE should

now report that the scale is lacking in a number of respects

mentioned, and that within the limited funds available we

are still continuing work on internal consistency as this is

being written. (Polansky and Pollane, 1974) When finished,

it will still not sol/e all problems of operational defini-

i'tion, but it is in th3 right direction.

It was hoped that important contributions wou'd come

out of the well-publicized English study of all ch ldren born

during a particular w!elc. That is, from following the whole

cohort, one might hav2 been able to locate exactly which

child care ingredient3 predict later difficulties. Unfo-tu-

nately, the data thus far published make it unlike,y the..e

leads will be forthcoming. Wedge and Prosser'3 Bon to 'ail

(1973) reveals the predictor variables collected were g/ )ss,

indeed. "Disadvantaged" children are compared with

"ordinary." By disadvantaged they m0441 low income and/c

broken homes. And, the "disadvantaged," as evan sc gro$ ,ly

P.24-defined, suffer deficits that slow only in relativc rate

(e.g., bed wetters are 1 : 20 1.. 1 : 250) . Tne p:rsuit of
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pecific dredictor variables to be included in scales of

child neglect, or to be employed as early warning Signals,

will ieguire a far more ambitious effort even than that in

England. The sad truth is that from their gross, :hough

massiN3, analyses we know little more that is spec-tic now

than tfe did before they began. Specifics and obselwables

are nEeded in construction of predictive indices and scales.

Case Finding

The major movement acrobs the country for bet :er casu-

tindinf has taken the form of egislation with two new

provis_ons. First, local personnel are nit only freed, but

reguir?d, to repo -t cases involving suspected abuse . S!condly,

respondbility is fix ?d, usually in the pablic soc. al scrvice

agency to investLgat. any such repot immediately and to

take ajproiriate actim. Dramatic increases in nunbers of

cases epocted were rimarked in the earlier sectiol on

Prevalqice. Another part of the movument, which rorida seems

to hav- ty' j.fied best of all, hEs been to try to a,ert tie
/
7

cLtize.ri, o the extent of the problem and gain their coop

era do .

S(cu,::11cs public involvement seems to require four steps.

You ha e.to .t2ro2agandize to get them excited about the r Zed

to hel,. vicAmized children; you have to inforA thEm what

conditions to report; you have to organize facilities Sc that

reporting is convenient and you are easily accussille wren

they are re,tdy; and you have to oroduce so that they have
s.L-...

c)1
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worthwhile. These seem to be major facets in the Florida

lotup. Complaints come into a central clearinghclse open

24 hours a'day, seven days a week. Since each oclnty social

srvice is required tfl asEign a per on "cn call" Tt all

times (as they say in hospitals), a request for ilvestigatiol

can go out Mng-distance 'rom the central office immediately

Indeed, for those doing the work, it has some of the excite-

ment of an irmyrmessage &Enter, or any emergency =unity

He sever, the "on call" requiremer t is r jai ly cuite

merous for mall counties where a two-man staff .fight

alterna ey mings and wee : -ends to maintan cove,age.

Th Florida pattern is spreading dcross the :ountry.

How qui klv, we do not yet '<now (a report Cr. New 'ork

given a we). By now, neg-ect is mentioned in th, laws of

-lost st,tes, along with abase. But in only a few ?laces

Ave we /et had the advc,rt,sement-eduction effor' FlorLda

-nduct 1. "cre typical has been multiplication nf 7.a.-Derwor

7ani;:ationally--in the name of accril.L4ty.

;ing Camus, we might say, "Where vca suspect tre.

7H no c} iracter, vcu install a systerr.'

An interestinJ prcjec- which we hive in aboi

i!entif., is run t),J the Tennessee --par :ant f Put

Nash' 'lle, 7-pir c,etup followed an ear1L,-r v.

arrived it t, c, unsurprising conclusion that ti

,Y)
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some rctson to believe their effort and possible risk were

worthwhile. These seem to be major facets in the Florida

"setup. Complaints come into a central clearinghouse open

24 hours a lay, seven days a week. Since each county social

service is requ.red to assign a person "on call" at all

times (as they :,ay in hospitals), a request for investigation

can go out long-distance from the central office immediately.

Indeed, fo those doing the work, it has some of the excite-

ment o! an Army message center, or any emergency community

servica. rowever, the "on call" requirement is really quite

onerois fo,' small counties where a two-man staff might

alterfite evenings and week-ends to maintain coverage.

The Florida pattern is spreading across the country.

How quickly, we do nct yet know (a report on New York was

given above). Unfortunately, the legislation usually (teals

with child abuse. Neglect is not mentioned in many state

laws or, if it is, the "severe" forms are specified--e.g.,

children left with no food for several days. In very few

placethave we had the advertisement-education affort ilorida

conducted. More typical has been multiplication of pai.erwork

intra-organizationally--in the name of accountability.

Paraphrasing Camus, we might say, "Where-you suspect here

is no character, you install a system."

Al ifteresting oroject which we have been ab3e to

identify js run by tie Tennessee Department of PuLlic ielfare

in Nashvine. Their setup followed an earlier survey thach

arrived at the unsurprising conclusion that ',Defter coo-dinal-ir

1.
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among the legal and social agencies in Nashville was essential,

if not sufficient, to improve the c4re of dependent-neglected

children in Metropolitan Nashville (Bowman, 1971). Since

July 1, 1971, with funds from the Office of Child Development,

they have been operating their "Comprehensive Emergency

Services to Neglected-Dependent Children." In addition to

better coordination of existing services, it had been found

that, "The existing system failed t( provide quality care for

those children during evenings and leekends. Thus a child

reported as neglected or dependent outside of regular office

hours was usually subjected to the (rastic experience of

abrupt removal from his home and telporary institutionaliza-

tion...." (Emergency Service Progra: ., 1973, p. 1)

The 4ashville plan includes th following:

1. 24-Hour emergency intake;

2. Emergency caretaker servic .; consists of personnel

"on call" on a small weekl retainer to step into

homes where parents have a)andoned, or otherwise

are missing, so children cal be maintained in their

own homes;

3. Emergency homemaker servic!; that is, for crisis

situations .onger than thoi.e above, a 24-hour home-

maker (inst.ad of the usua, eight-hour person) is

made available for an exteided time if necessary;

4. Emergency foster homes; th3se, too, are kept avail-

able on a retainer, ready :o accept children for

placement day or night.

60
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The services are geared to potential child aluse or

neglect, of course, but they have also teen caller into play

because a mother was lospitalized. Repertedly, t ese arrange-

ments have reduced th3 numoer of neglect and depeident

petitions filed; they are keeping the child in his own,

familiar environment whenever possible until a study can be

done and a reasonable decidon about him reached; and hey

are making it possible to )1ace the child in a stable .nvir-

onment where he can adjust--and where he will not beco_ie

neglected once again (a no:-infrequent result when placements

under pressure are made wi:h neighbors or relativEs). Now,

children do not have to be taken to the police station while

arrangements are sought for them. We have here ar int!rface

between the processes of case-finding and treatmert.
he

Nashville Program can be seen as treatment, but tie fait is

that unless you have helpful services, many cases will not

be referred out of poor neighborhoods. Only if tley hive

services to bring do protective agencies earn the repu.ation

in a community as representing more than .the threEt of

removing the child (Varon, 1964). So, services like tlose

in Nashville, or at the Bogen Center in Chicago, ere to be

seen as also operating in the directipri of early case Bind-

ing. Indeed, the role of risible services in fac]litating

community referrals deserv!s research in its own light.

4
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Early Warning Signals

If the activities listed under Treatment constitute

defenses in depth against child neglect, spotting Jamilles

most at-risk of becoming neglectful is otr DEW lin(. Early

warninq signals take a number of forrs. Some are structural

variables, tending to pick out categtries. of families likely

to provide low levels of owe for thc ir children; others

are veri dynamic, momentary things - -e chance remark dropped

by a mo:her following delivery, or something observed about

the behlvior of a child in !choo:-..

1. Structrral leads.

Two broad types of fami_ies darrant consiceration

in the early identification of child neglect. There is the

family ilready disorganized or dysfur ctional, albeit not

known; there is also the family potertially, but not yet,

neglect eul. To the woman wlto has been fu ictioning margin-

ally as a mother, or operat. ng wlth -4 tenuous grip on her

problert3, any added stress may break down her ability to

cope. ,iansen and Hill (1964) have descri)ed tnose families

in dan<ar of becoming disorcanized urder the impact of a

natura3 disaster, a death,

status 3f the family. We b(

needed could show that fami

pact of moving to the city 1,

their riral settings as well

sizes hm such families dea-

ivorce, c r an/ change in the

lieve that the relevan: research

ies who collase under the m-

ere often poorly functioning in

.
Socio:.ogicll research empla-

with mobilit'. Not all became
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neglectful, but until the stress is past, it would pay Eor

social agencies and others to be alert to the risk.

B-yond families of limited resilience are a group at

even g3eater risk of becoming neglectful. , the multi-problem

families who score poorly on Geismar's (.973) scales of

family functioning. Such families are poor at problem

solvinc, often isolated from their communities, have

diffusely conflictual relationships with .n the family. From

books like Geismar's 555 Families it is possible to sketch

an empirical listing of expectable lifeceises with which nearly all

young families must cope. Geismar focused on the coming of

the ficst baby. Multi-problem families Labor hard to manage

the un versal family crises; they are swimped by problems

outsid, the normal!

A cording to the famous series of sLudies conducted in

St. Pall, multi-prob1,1 families come to the attention of

social agencies rathei7 soon after marriace (Geismar and

La Sorte, 1964). The same investigations, by the way,

affirmel the intergen(rational effects cited above. The

.degree Df unity in the husband's family of orientation showed

a strorj reJationship to the unity in the family off. procre-

ation: stable families reflect stable backgrounds, on the

average.

Otler families at risk may be identifie6 ay wilat\one

could t!rm the "structure of the life situation." Taylor

(1973) ias written a lowerful documentation of harlship,

hunger, premature pus to responsibility end Lriseasonable
0)
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despair imposed on children in migratory labor camp: ;. some

are already harvesters at age seven or eight. Friellanc and

Nelkin (1971) cite a report by one participant obsecver.

Left alone most of the day, they formed a subculture of their

own, as children so often do. A noteworthy feature of this

one, however, was the primping and sexual provocativeness

displayed by the litt:.e girls. Coles (1971) has written

sympathetically of the drift toward apathy and numbless in

which consixictions in their personalities come to :esen )1e

the outer oppressiveness of the children's lives. 3imiltr

constrictedness has been observed among both adults and,

children areis of chronic poverty and urtimploymett (E .g.,

the Black, reas of England in the 1930s).

Having, a very young mother is repeatedly cited as in

early warning signal. The relationships among early pr(j-

nancy, close spacing and child abuse have been discusse( by

Elmer (1963); comparable work on neglect has not yet be(1

undertaken. Of mothers on welfare in New York, Pocell 1973)

found 58% had become initially pregnant by age 19, and 56%

'31 those 30 and over had five children or more. Along this

Troup, the whites had fewer children than blacks o Pue to

ticans. Asked how many children they would like t(, hay

tad, six of ten wanted two children or fewer, and ne

[darter of all these women said that if they nad i. to uo

ever again, they wou'.i have had none! A very subs.antial

iajor ty were aware cf birth control devices, but )nly 40%

)f thise at risk of becoming pregnant were taking )reventativ,_:,

61
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measures. Therefore,it is no surprise to find that of the

women Separated from their husbands, 60% had had additional

children. When we consider impe3ts of early child

bearing and closely spaced lar e families on the parents'

abilities to offer optimal care, these are not facts that

encourage equanimity about welfare p)licies. in fadt, if

Podell's findings prove generalizabl3 to other settings, we

may have to conclude that being on pablic assistan:e ma it-

self be a kind of early warning sign it on statisti:al

grounds.

From the structure of the situ#tions of these fami ies

we turn next to leads derived from scructural elements n

their personalities. In an excellent paper on "high ri k"

children, Pavenstedt 11973, p. 393) cites Dr. Dori;

Bennett's criteria for spotting families whose /oulgste s

will trove likely candidates for compensatory care

Serious alcoholism, drug addiction, psich atri
disturbance, chronic physical illness or nenta
retardation of one or both parents; prolonged
absence of mother from the homer fatherles
homes in which the mother ib totally unab7e to
cope with rearing children due to her own emo-
tional deprivation or depression; a motheY who
is under 16 at the child's birth; chronic
delinquency of either parent or older sib_Angs;
a history of one or mora canes of failure-to-
thrive dUe to neglect in the family; one or more
siblings previously removed from the home by a
protective agency.

In a subsequent publication, Pavenstedt speaks of the ne(d

for preventative services for vulnerable children 1Paven-

stedt, 1973). After citing Bennett's criteria, although

65
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mentioning her only as "a pediatrician practicing in a

neighborhood similar to ours," Pavenstedt reports, "With these

criteria she found 143 (57%) of 246 children 'at risk' in her

case load in children five years or under, 83 of them under

three." (p. 20) These are ominous figures from th(3 very low

income neighborhoods in which these doctors practice. Paven-

:!tedt also cites the vulnerability to neglect of children

porn to adolescent mothers. Another group at great risk are

babies with congenital defects or birth anomalies born to

mothers who are already overburdened.

Findings regarding the impact of maternal (or paternal)

ze ardation are ambiguous, still (Sheridan, 19531 Borgman,

1969); that is, we cannot say at what level` low IQ must be

seen as itself an early warning signal. It is disappointing

that Borgmar's appears thus far to have been the orly study

in which someone thought to include intelligence measurement

systematidally in appraising neglectful families. lnp

cpmplication in prediction comes from the fact that persons

with _dentical IQs by measurement may operate quitE differ-

eltly in relation to life tasks, depending on other factors

in their personalities. Yet, there seems little dcabt that

below some level (miglt it be IQ=50?) sheer intell(:tual

limitation plays a definite role in parenting failure.

"Mental retardation is present in the largest group of fam-

ilies'that give us constant concern." (Pavensedt, L971, p.

6.5)



Pavenstedt also reports that ntaerous neglectful mothers

had themselves suffered catastrophic
insults in their own

'early lives, such as massive deprivation, family separations.

Many had been placed in orphanages cr otner fosfer care when

young; some had had psychotic parents and/or are themselves

severely unstable or psychotic. Thcy show indications of

obvious childhood neuroses in their lasts and are, to shire

her use of the expression, "fragile' pecple still.

Alcoholism is associated with ieglcct sufficiently

frequently to be regarded as an ear y warning signal, es-

pAcially when it is present in both parents. In their study

of 100 alcoholic American Indian fa Ines, Swanson, B atrude

and Brawn (1972) found that 85% had starving children, not

to mention the presence of abuse, truancy, promiscuity--and

.alcoholism among the children, themselves.

Drug addicted mothers
constitu e another group whose

childr3n are shockingly "at risk." We are, therefore,

indebt3d to the zeal of Densen-Gerh:r aad her colleagues at

Odyssey House in New York for their non-sentimeital analyses

of the events typically involved.
(Densen-Gerblr, Hoc).-

stedlcr, ,,pd Wiener, 1973) Earlier, we mention d the All-

press on that addicted women often get 3regnant to rea!;sure

thems Ives about their femininity, and their colsequen,

reluc ance to induce abortion At the same tir3, at mast

\some not those retained in od}ssey Houses program)

refus to jo off drugs.
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Addicts observed in the controlled treatment setting

present unusual challenges. Tho satisfaction for the addict

comes When sne finds herself prognant and "full." Ambiv-

alence and rejection toward thi; separate human a;serts it-

self when the mother feels movelent. Commonly, tnere is no

use for the child's father afte7 conception; he served a

purpose, and otherwise her diff.culties in sustaining all

meaningful relations lips also d.srupt this one. The -odds cf

neglect are, of course, very groat, since many girls will

not give up antisocial behavior or drug-taking eves during

the latter phases of pregnancy.. There is real danger,

apparently, that the infant wil. be born addicted ,f the

mother remains on drugs in the atter trimester. he

Odyssey program emphasizes tryilg to help patients assume

motherhood and protect the baby For thole women who will

neither abort, nor submit to drug withdrawal, they believe

in commitment during the pregna cy if necessary to take the

mother off drugs agaihst her wi.l. Such a threat would

probably lead such narcissistic characters to 'opt for

abortion, aut is it politically feasible?

laying a psychotic mother nust also be included among

early warning signals. 'Yarden and Suranyi (1968) .ound that,

of ch.ldren born to Israeli mot'aers who were schizophrenic

during pregnancy, only 8 out of 44 studied could b- ret rued

to their families. They note that a number of chi.dren in

place; !nts who made visits home were maltreated or neglected

ti
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during these visits. Restoration z the child haz to wait

on the success, if any, of treatmen of the mother. If she

becomes only minimally functional outside the hospital, the

need to care for another human being may be beyond her.

From our own experience of private and public psy,hiatric

hospitals, we-can state unequivocally that tLe st -ff m(-31ber,

even in social service, whose determination of a oman'

readiness for discharge takes heavily into accoun her )rob- *

able suitability as a mother is a rarity in these,Unitci

States. Public policy favoring early deinstituti malization

contradicts public policy toward preventing neglects Indeed,

there are still psychiatrists who take the fatuous position

that "having a child might be the3apeutic," or "hold the

marriage together." We would hope social agencies have

routinely resisted such reasons for approving adoptive ?lace-

meniL but while most do, a few dc not.

2. Dynamic leads,

Disturbances in the earl; mother-child relationship

can b, observed even when pregnancj first occurs. A Swedish

study giving the unfortunate later fates of c:iildren be n

despi e their mothers' having reqtested abort--on will

cited below. In the failure-to-tFrive syndrome, the me her

typic lly reports some upset around the birth of the cl ld,

and v ews him with an aura of detachment (MEg.,.nnis, Pi\ hik

and S. ith, 1967) . Both Maginnis, et al. an i.vans, Ref

and S,ccop (1972) report the non-tariving clildren in t sir
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studies we a.unplanned or unwant 3d by their motner;. U ilike

other negl. 2tful families, 4owexer, thee3 were not spatially

mobile nor socially isolated, and were usually self-surporting
f.

on at least marginal incomot.. But they were not motivated

to ask for help. 'To CePeat, an earlier theme, some of these

2arly warning sig 0:4re reminiscent of those regarding

4busiveparents(Nursi,1964;SPItell, 1972). Fontan

this feeling (1973, p. 23): "Ia oui view, the fa lure-to-

thrive cases seemed c:early linked lo deliberate abuse.

There was an indicaticn of what migi.t be called active

neglect." 4

es

It. may prove important to distinguish between "inadequatE"

and "distorted" motheiing Whitten, Pettit and Fischhoff,

1969). Indications ol Mild depression and of noticeably poor

muscle tonus were fourd in the babies of the unempathic

mothers reported by Robertson (1962). Robertson believes that '.

for a mother with a nEw infant some anxiety is normal; absence

of anxiety may be an cminous sign. Those infants showin, the

responses reported by Robertsbn may De alerting us to further

trouble. Stone (1971; claims that disorders in early irfant-

mother interaction, fEr example a c ild who is Hyperactive or

unresponsive, or a mother showing nturotic reactions, axe

usually lespons:..ve to brif psychot.erapeutic first aid.

(Medical social workers in pediatri.- clinics, tike note!) He

goes on .o note that, "Recent studs of child ibuse hate

4
revealed how frequently in the week or so b?forthand the family

doctor ht :d been consulted by A despt rate mother " (p. 2:5)

1)

im11ww mrsomblemmemIs=m11===.11111=11
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With respect to child abuse, for example, a :lumber of c in-

icians have now set down patterns that alert emergency - oom

personnel- -e.g., indifference to child's suffering; fai_ure

to visi while he is hospitalized, etc. We do not have

compara)le ideas about potentially neglectful parents, but

the contaunicated wish not to have a baby may be an analogous

warning.

Signals which may be picked up by teachers, counselors,

nurses and others in contact with matey children have been

paraphrased by Fontana (1973) from a listing by the American

Humane Association. Developed !:or detecting abuse, many

would probably also apply in the case of neglect.

A child who is frequently absent or late.
Whether his problem is at home or in school

or within himself, known to his parents 07
not, his habitual late less or absence str)ngly
suggests a maladjustmett.

A child who arrives at schcol too early aid
hangs around after classes aithout abparelt

reason. He may not be welcome or cared f)r at

home; he may hate his home, or be a'raid )f it.

A child who is unkempt and/or iaade uateir
dressed. If he ids dressed inapprop iste3/ for

the weather, if his clothirg is dir j anc torn,

if.he is habitually unwashci, if ot clildren

don't like to sit near him ;)ecause ney tnink

he smells bad, he is clear neglec ed.

A child who more than occas ionally 'ears
bruises, welts, and other injuries. Wil he

say how he got them? Does he comp. in o.
being beaten at home? Or as he alv is fighting:

A child who is hyperactive, aggress ye, (dsrup-

tive, destructive in behave )r. He ;,:y bz

acting out his own hostility. He m y be re-
flecting the atmosphere at -tome. H may be

imitating his parents' behavior. H may be

crying out for attention help.
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A :Mid who is withdrawn, shy, passive, Incom-
muAicative. He is communicating. ;Nneth. r he

is too compliant or too inattentive to c mply
at all, he has sunk into his own interna wor d,
a .safer one, he thinks, than the real wo ld.
His message is in his passivity and sile ce.

A child who needs, but is not gatting, m. dical
attention. He may have untreated sees. He
may have an obvious need for dental work He
may nerd glasses to see the blackboard.

A child who is undernoLrished. What is the
reasonhon!st poverty, or uncaring parelts?

A child who is always tirec. and tends to fall
asleep in cLass. Eitlr he is lot well, his
parents are neglecting to regulate his rcutines,
or he is simply unable to cat to bed_and to
sleep because of famill

The parent who agGrassive or abuEive
when approached with a view to diSc4ssinc the
child's apparent problems.

The parent who doesn't bother to shcw up for
appointments, or is so apathetic and unr(sponsive
that he might as well have stayed at home.

The parent who is slovenly, dirty, avid pcssibly
redolent of alcohol.

The parent who shows 1.ttlz; concern for tae
child or what he is do ng 3r failins to C.

The parent who does no participate in arf
school activities or come to any school events.

The parent who will no. permit the child to
participate in special school activities )r
events.

The parent who is not Inown to any of the other
parents or children.

The parent whose behay.or as described by the
child is bizarre and unusual.

The parent whose behav or is observed by school
personnel to be strange , bizarre, irraticlal,
or unusual in any way.

1 0.:
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Polic, Issues

We have treated neglect as if it were a diagnosab e

condition. Therefore, it is important to note, as one of

our cc nsultants, Dr. Alfred Kahn, pointed out to us, rv.glect

is also (possibly primarily?) a social problem. neglect is

to a large extent what the local authorities adjudicate as

neglect; the minimum level of acceptable care is a moveable

line, changing with community norms. There is also no doubt

that tie systems for case finding and reporting also affect- -

if not what is regarded as neglectful--at least, the neglect

that comes to our attention. Mr. Leefman reported, for in-

stance, that his agency, the Massachusetts Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children, once had a spot annotnce-

ment for three days on a local TV station in Boston. Si_xty

referrals were received on the first day! One may conclude,

therefore, that the community norms about "child care -fiat

warrants reporting to the authorities" are certainly

susceptible to deliberate influencing through cur inter-

ventions, as well as others'. The operative dcfinLtior of

neglect, in other words, is also manipulable, End profession-

als must decide whether they ought or ought not partici)ate

in the process of public definition. Of course, tp do

nothing About educating the public is a form of neIatix

participation, so there is no escaping the decisiol.

Other policy issues have to do with the respolsib]!

agent of neglect. Nearly all the analyses atx,e pcesur the

parents are tAe agents. How about societal neglect, ti 1
lc)
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failure of our whole nation to prevent what nas,been ob:,erved

among migratory laborers? Or, the failure to provide for

universal medical care for children? Is neglect a sufficient

national priority to warrant some significant changes? Shall

we delimit agency neglect--when children already removed from

their own parents are subjected to repeated replacements in

foster homes? Is agency neglect a misdemeanor, and whom

should be charged with it? Or, is the phrase to be left in

the realm of rhetoric? What level of obtuseness, vacillation

or incompetence shall we term professionally unethical be-

havior by judges or by social workers? These are questions

already riised; they are not "for the future."
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SEQUELAE

Nothing stirs so great a sense urgency that we move

to do something about neglect as to review what is known

about Lts consequences. There is pain and .loss in the lives

of the damaged youngsters; there is regret for that the, are

unable later to add to the society of which they area )art;

and there is enormous cost, ultimately, in the care tha, has

to be extended by a humanitarian society to keep them a'loat,

or ever alive, in view of their handicaps. Evidence regard-

ing the sequelae of neglect is c3nstantly accumulating Ln a

number of different fields and, of course, under' many dLffer-

ent topical headings. We do not pretend to expertise in all

-the areas whence data are accumulating. There are questions

about ihether conclusions advanced are justified, and what

the specific causative agents are. All we can do, therefore,

is to put together what seem to be tre well-accepted studies.

Another introductory point is simply this. Neglect, by

definition, can take many forms, and so can the terriblo

marks it leaves.

Neurological and other Physical Seaulae

Young (1964) defined "severe ne(rlect" as failure ty2

parents to feed the young adequately Evidently this fail-

ure can begin while the infant is st,.11 in utc:ro, which has

been the subject of some interesting studies of the last

decade.
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Animal studies permit experimental manipulations un-

thinkable in humans, and are a major source of provocaLive

findings. Rats fed inadequately during pregnancy produce

pups whose birth weights are below normal; the deficit can-

not be compensated by adequate diets in the period shortly
i

after birth. Likewise, rat pups suffering malnAtritior in

utero and postpartum have a deficit in the number of Wain

cells, and this numerical deficit also cannot be compe]-

sated later in life (yore, 1970. Studies indicate thzt

not only are there fewer cells, but the size of the ce is

is also adversely affected by protein deficiency. 0th r

animal studies show the brain to be most vulnerable during

its most rapid growth. Afterward, it is more resistan to

nutritional damage, but it is also less able ti be pos -

tively affected. Problems with brain size are a compa ied

tby alterations in distribution and appearance o nerve

cells in the brain, and by poorer performance on learn ng

and other behavioral tests (e.g., coordination). The

earlier the nutritional deficiercy and the longer its dura-

tion, the more severe and permar.ent the consequences f)r

the brain and central nervous system (Scrimshum, 1969).

The human brain grows to a certain size, a;Id ther!-

after begins the lifetime process of dying. Un ike thl

liver, for example, the brain is not able to re; lace culls.

The evolutionary function of this.arrangement is thought to

be this: that cell replacement would entail ob iteration
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of connections, erasing learning. Hence, for the survival

of the species, the individual is sacrificed.

Human brain tissue shows an increase in numbers c,f

cells until about 12 months post utero; cells continuE to

grow in size until around age three. Malnutrition car ap-

parently cause up to a 60% deficit of brain cells (Vote,

1973). Children severely malnoLrished during :heir first

year may have head circumferencEs as much as'"one inch sub-

normal and an intracranial volume 14% less (Scrimshaw, 1969).

Important studies have been done by Winick at Ithe University

of Chile. The brains of children wlo died of mirasmus

before age one had less DNA on biocl-emical analysis, indi-

cating fewer brain cells. Insofar as there is a scientific

debate on the issue at all, the bur6an of prow would now

be to show a child can experience protein deficiency with-

out CNS deficit.

Kwashiorkor is a condition reported in Incia and

Africa affecting young children. WE were intrigued to rind

it means literally "first-second" it the Ga larguage of

Ghana, in accordance with its being observed wren the fLrst-

xorn is replaced on the breast by a Second. Tle first

child then develops such signs of malnutrition as edema

fattl, liver, diarrhea, loss of appet.te and prof nd apathy.

Recently, the Senegalese psychiatris:, Collomb (1'73) his

speculated that Kwashiorkor may have psychologic- as w,11

is nutritional roots. "The psychosoaatic meanf g of th,

1.0-4
I'
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Kwashiorkor... could then be interprcted Is an oxpressi,u1 of

more or less brutal modificatiol of the mother-child r. la-

tion3hip...the Kwashiorkor might be a mental anorexia

developed on a foundation of serere malnutrition." (p. 450)

In any event, the disease constt.tutes a dramatic instance

)f early nutritional deficit.

The interesting data from :he major British cohort

:study ha,e been mentioned alrealy. Results br_Inging the

children to age seven were repo:ted by alvie, butler and

Goldstein in 1)72. A later report brouglt the children to

age eleven (Wedge and Prosser, 1973), coltrasting "dis-

advantaged" with "ordinary" children. Bir disadvantaged

lAas meant the :hild was from a one-parent and/or large

family, of low income and poorly housed; ordinary (leant

Jone of these was true. Disadvantaged children we7e mo-e

likely to have suffered hearing loss, file times a; lik!ly

to be absent from school for physical and emotional rea,ons;

even more noteworthy was the finding tha: they tented t

le markedly below average height for the .r ago group.

Going beyond the connection between nutrition and

ihysique, a number of investigators nave been impressed by

the interaction of psychological and cultural factors,

also. The mother whose child goes hungri is frequently

depriving the infant in terms of closeness, sensitvity to

his needs and empathic stimulation. The hypothesis raised

JS that inadequate psychological mothering contribites to
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indifferent appetite In the infant, and thence is a cc Itrib-

uting factor to biochemical changes. In line with thi;

reasoning is the report by Powell, Brasal and Blizzard

(1967) of a group of /oungsters admitted to Jchns Hopkins

Medical Center with a preliminary diagnosis of hypopitui-

tarism. They were found not to suffer from that illness;

but social studies showed them to come from neglectful homes

characterized by marital strife, alcoholism, abandonment,

and the like. When placed in a caring environment, the

children made dramatic gains without receiving growth

hormones at" all. In similar vein was the delineation of

the Failure to Thrive syndrome by Bullard, et al. (1967) in

Boston, includinc stunted growth, developmental retardation

and other evidences of malnutril ion without-identifiable

organic basis. The Boston group, to remarked the irtri-

cate relationships between physical 'nd emotional nee s of

the )nfants. Assessment of these is complicated even

further by the child's changing as ha moves through

maturational stages even before his first year.

Hepner and Maiden (1970) were involved in studies of

malnutrition among offspring of the inner city poor of

Baltimore. They found the child's natritional status--

verified by laboratory studies that :ook into account the

demands of developmental grwth spur :s--was rot related to

income, to family expenditur:es for f)od, or even to specific

caloric intake. Rather, it correlated with the mother's
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score on the cognitive/emotional phase of Polansky, et alts.

Childhood Level of Laving Scale (1972). On the other hand,

a cautionar' note is sounded by Whitten, at al. (1969).

They believe they have shown that, among some children who

might have been diagnosed victims of FaiLure tc Thrive,

weight gain could be induced simply by ensurinc better feed-

ing, even w. thout improvement in other facets of mothering.

So, the apathy noted in deprived youngsters may derive from

simple starvation. Tney also make the point that sinc( it

has become common to use the third percentile :4n height and

weight as the cutting point for diagnosing Failure to Thrive,

many threatened youngsters go undetected because their

ieficit is lot that extreme.

It would be unfortunate if closely supervised fee(!ing

were neglected as a first-aid measure on the basis that

only by a major overhaul of the mother's psycnclogy can

anything effective be accomplished. But to sustain cl()se

supervision of feeding may require psychological treatme:It

of the mother. When the Failure -o Thrive interaction

rests on her pathology, as it so often does, she evades

treat ent.

he effects of malnutrition on later development of the

human then, are being documented steadily by research. In

addit on, there is suggestive evidence that the ability of

the y, Lang organism to make optimal use of food is partly

dependent on the relationship betwe(a mother and child.

10
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From the number of requests we have received for our scale

used by Hepner and Maiden, we have reason to believe the

latter hypothesis is being subjected to further testing.

Earlier this year, the U. S. Senate Select Committee

on Nutrition and Human Needs was given the following, report,

"Malnutrition appears to be the common denominator of each

of these problems--low birth weight, infant mortality,

mental retardation, and intellectual malfunction. Any at-

tempt to break the cycle of poverty ,haracterized by these

phenomena must include nutritional Ltervention or this

wastage of human life will continue nabated." (Quoted in

the New York Times, Jan. 21, 1 '4) he relationship be-

tween malnutrition and childrterlect by whatever definition,

is obvious. Insofar as we /do nct eqlate simple poverty with

neglect, however, we becoTe aware thit there are instances

in which the provision of food 3n a 'my that assunes "normal

expectable,parental behavior" will ba a necessary condition

for helping the children, but it not be z. sufficient

one. Research is needed to see to wiat extent, ard.in what

types of families, simply making mor, food ch!aply avail-

able will indeed improve children's lutrition. Are there,

in other words, families where more ilaborate organization

is needed, and how can we identi'71, tlem?

Emotional Sequelae

Emotional sequelae of neglect cin be inf(rrec to a

extent from the literature on materna de?rivctioi and
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related deficits in primary mothering. these .ireadful ,f-

fects have been documented by many, beganning with the

literature antedating and immediately following World Jar

II, when the NAZIS provided us many oppertunitles to o

serve what becomes of young children who3e mothers hay.

been } illed or otherwise separated from thent (Skeels a Id

Dye, )939; Bakin, 1942; Spitz, 1945, 1946; Goldfarb, 1)45;

Newtor, 1951; Winnicott, 1955; Bowlby, 1954, l!'67; Yarrow,

1961; 31iman and Friedmah, 1971). Consistencies of find-

ings outweigh methodological defects in indiv.dual studies.

By a depriving mother, we do not me,,n a :onsciously hostile,

punitive "mom." Rather, we have more in mind 0 woman who;

because of her own failures in developme lt, is simply not

sufficiently competent to meet the heivl, deman(ls of "good"

mothering, specially if her mate's inad:quacics further

undermine h:r and drain energy.

The fate of infants deprived of mat :rnal, i indeed of

human, stimulEtion ha; been documented in obselavations of

some being cared for Ln institutions (Skeels alpd Dye, 1939;

Bakin, 1942; Spitz, 1945, 1946; Decarie, 1965). The in-

fants were found to b3 apathetic and listless and their

physical development was below normal. Intzllectual

development was aiso`retarded in comparison that of

children reared in their own hones. Even more: sho:king was

the high mortality rate among those institutionalized. The

absence of laiman attention and.stimulation wa. thought to
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lead to a massive form of infant Lie deprassion and with-

/
drawal, whi.Ah Spitz labeled mirasmus. RIlated reaction to

the loss of "mothering" have beEn examinad very closely by

Bowlby (1954).

Harlow and colleagues have reported on fascinating

parallels w'th humans in the responses o infant monkey

suffering forms of maternal depfivation 1971-). Expose, to

an artificial dummy, a "surrogate mother" with cold wa dr

flowing trough it, the littletrionkeys r coiled from th s

disturbing clojeCt and retreated to a wit draw:. foetal p(si-

tion. Monkeys reared in isolation later proved unable .o

be coaxes into a relationship ex en by thn warm, feral

not -Harlow called "therapist s." It was as if inborn

d actiol paterns in the infant prim Ates hal been mas-

!.ively disrupted by the non-fit of a col mathe! All of

the instances of severe mother-child agg-ession observed

were found in monkeys who had been massiiely de )rived in

their own infancies.

'Following Bowiby's origin41 boon on maternal separa-

tion, there has been a large number of studies showing that

simile- effects on infants occur among rainy remaining in

their ,)wn homes. An interesting example of clulsy infant

care is given in a report from a well-ba3y cL1nLc by a

colleague of Anna Freucrs. Robertson (1)62) described the

passivity, flattened affect and developmmtal r ?tardation

present among a minority of infants. Cl()ser sc-utiny
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revealed these to be the products of well-meaning, con-

scientious but psychologically obtuse motlers. Tha success-

ful mother just be empathetic, sedsitive to the child':

momentary needs, and to the probable causes of his reactions.

She must be able to feel, even express, pleasure in hating

the infant. The anxiety normal in a woman with a newborn

will hopefu'ly be invested in infant care, rather :han

dissipated into withdrawal ori other pathological ddenEas.

From direct observation, we know that the neonate in a

marginal family is often left alone for long hours each day,

to be cuddled at the whim of the parent rather than in line

with his needs. Investigators then report apathetic, flat,

affectless, withdrawn little children exhibiting attiti.des

hopelessless and defeat (Young, 1964; Looff, 1971;

lavenstedt, 1967; Bullard, 1967; Polansky, Borgman and

DeSaiA, 1972). They appear to have resolved what. rikson

(1950) has labelled the initial "life crisis;" not with

Trust, but with Basic Mistrust.

A number of investigators (see also be,od) have

comer :ed on the difficulty of measuring scientifically

preciE.Ily what is missing in the home environments of chil-

dren wio show apathy or, a related but )erhaps less ominous

residull, extreme aggressiveness (Bullard, Eft al., 1967;

Caldwe,l, 1970; Polansky, et al., 1972). Since identifica-

tion os' its primitive equivalent, incorporatiop starts very

early .n life, it seems credible that an attitude of

-q
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futility an(; /or despair might be taken over from one's

parents, as if futility were in the air they breathe.

The mask of emotional deprivation is highly visible to

trained professionals who see the children somewhat olcer,

in day care centers, or the like. The youngster may slow

that we have called "objectless clinging " meaning that he

attaches himself to an adult, but in an unflattering war,

since he will re-attach to almost any other warm p3rsor

with little differentiation. ,Even more damaged are children

who will not relate at all. They seem to fear attichment,

or have no Jbility to achidie it. While inability to xelate

is typicall' not extreme among very young children, it an

present a s:rious block to treatment when a youngster is

referred at age eight, iline or ten.

Patterns of detachment, of which Bowlby (1969) ha: thus

far written the most exten3ive th,dretical statemeit, become

very concrete in such social work settings as the 3owel,

enter Project of the Juvelile Protective Associat[on an

2hica o (Sullivan, Spasser and Penner, 1974). The/. en-

:Taunt red markedly greater difficult:' in involving the

Mild en they had not reached until _heir early ad3les(ence.

Among these, the pattern of detachmeAt app:red mote faXed,
.::."

and t ere was much more agjression than seveJ present in

young \ children from the same familiA.
Ns,

'h e are a\number of obviously necessary researc:1 di-

rectins worth pursuing. For one thing, investigators have
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acted as though they were entrapped by words. Becaus( early

care is called "mothering," they ha -e identified it wi th the

fermi. parent. Hence, we have litt e or no evidence regard-

ing m jor deficits in "fatheriLg," .nd only unsupported

gener lizations about the ages at widch it beccmes crucial.

Yet, arlow's studies showed that monkeys of both sexes re-

sponded to advances from the young with protective, cuddling

reactions. A high proportion of al males in our culture

nave 3imilar responses to children. Should the-ie prove to

be in tinctive, what survival value has nature Locked nto

this i ixed action pattern? Up to ncw, we have aeen pal :ly

block(i in this search by the relata,te elusivenass of

fathers as research subjects, but tlit ray be clanging.

More caneral examples of the same sc -t of query lie behind

the cpastion already raised: what i; specifically lacking

in the emotionally depriving home?

Coqnit

intell

caused

given

1965;

Salapa

deals

impove

normal

we Deficit

sere an enormous literlture on the s,4bject oc

tctual decrements associated with, and very probably

by, early childhood deprivation. The topic was

.mpetus during the Late 'war on poverty" (Bayley,

giver and Barclay, 1967; Caldwell, 197G; Scarr-

ek, 1971; 'Seltzer, 1973) Much of the literature

'ith deficits found among children being reared in

ished environments, mean3ng hones that are within

limits but, economically poo::- or very poor. The
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challenge hits been to identify just what is specific about

the deprivation that lowers intellectual capacity. Seltzer

(1973) has :ogently raised this issue in remarking on the

fact that with large-scale programs of testing infants, the

so-called c.iltural decrement of poverty does not stabilize

and become visible until around age three. Way, he asks,

rot until this age? If the deficit is cumulative, what is

accumulating? Nor can it be logical to generalize about

the type of care received by the chi] drer of cLe poor.

Geismar (1973) concluded that a ve:!y sub!;tantial p-oportion

of poor young couples nevertheless g ve their children

surprisingly good protection anc other attention.

Work and thought are needed to :ort out factors associ-

ated with poverty that appear also h_ghly relevant to

understanding the impact of various -orms of neglect on

cognitive development. The prevailing thesis is teat the

richness of the environment, the amount of co:niti,ze st.Lmu-

lation offered the child, affects th_: rate an .veltual upper

limits of intellectual growth. Intelligence seems to

,iepend, in part, on the number cf brain cells, anc the pro-

liferation cf connections among them. A difficult/ in such

research, tlerefore, will be to distinguish nutritional

effects iron, the psycholggical. Wit., so many neglected

children poorly fed, but also left untended theLr beds,

offered lit{ le verbal communication, tak-en nowhere, it will

be hard to separate the influences.
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A very interesting issue has been the relationship be-

tween the cognitive and emotional.ma)formations resulting

from deprivation. For a long time, the two were treated as

essentially unrelated, as attention centered primarily on

the cognitive deficit in academic, developmental psychology

and on emotional problems in clinical psychiatry and social

work. Goldfarb (1945) was among the first to comment that

the two conditions tend to go together, perhaps because

emotional conflicts hamper learning. In the present

context, we should expect the infant to be doubly en-

dangered., For, the parents unable to provide for Basic

Trust us, ally are also inept in areas needed for cognitive

developm( nt. Another paper, pulished rather early on in

the move ent toward compensator) care for poor children,

also war ants mention here. In it, J. McV. Hunt (1964) re-

marked t at, in his opinion, such evidence as we had made

it seem ikely that failure to nourish normal intellectual

growth would oe even more irreversible than comparable

failures in tae emot.onal sphere. 1-.ow,ver, contrary to

Hunt, Ainswortn (1962) feels the persolalit/ disorder may

be less reversible than the cognitive leficit.

Anti-Social Personalties

From theory as direct as tne frusr,raLi3n-aggression

hypothesis, it is easy to understand wiy neglected children

would turn out to be hostile, angry ant dangerous people.

But, frou the theories of Bowlby, and )olanski, et al.SR,
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19'

formulation of the "deprivation - detachment hypotaesis" (1972),

it is equally easy to predict their becoming withdrawn,

passive, and apathetic. As the latter group reaarked,

descriptions of the parents of withdrawn children rather

closely resemble those of the aggressive child. There is

hardly any literature on the problem of 6ifferntial

etiologies (Polansky, et al., 1972). Because we know so

little about each condition, we have not yet dared ask the

more refined question: how do the etiologies differ from

each other?

Mans neglected little children tNho appear wan, cling-

ing and iathetic at ages five to seven later turn out

criminal, and sometimes murderous. Iontana (1973) describes

the earl} lives of a number of famous killers of ol'r times,

showing the extent to which such persons as Sirnan Sirhan,

James Earl Ray, Lee Harvey Oswald, Arthur Bremer, and

others were maltreated children in their youths. the )ry

ilas been chat abused children identi:y witn aggress )r,

(rid so ar3 more prone to violence. cut, a .Lstan.ial

proportici of those neglected, rather than abused, are also

violent.

In i)ng-term contacts one can observa the swing fr

withdrawal and oddness toward antisocial behavior. The

group at the Bowen Center Project, for exampl, saw thi in

families :hey were treating. As each boy becme twelve

thirteen ,)r so, he got into aggressive difficultie; wit
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the law, although his younger siblings were still mainly

pitiable. The aggressiveness may reflect inadequate

object-ties and therefore absence of the identifications

that lead to internalizations of con:rols. The freedom to

commit assaults can also be related to a schizoid stance,

in which other humans are treated as things rather than as)

objects of love whose pain would trouble one (Polansky,

1973a). But the fact remains that while some neglected

children survive with a semblance of intactness,' and others

become simple schizophrenics, another group emerge as anti-

social, dangerous people. Since the latter are growing

relative to the size cf the population, it behooves us to

learn moia about the iroblem of liffrential diagnosis and

treatment.

Beck (1971) obserred that m)re Shan 300,000 children

are in foster care in :.his country at any one time, and of,

these 100,000 have no hope of evar returning to their own

families. Eisenberg (1962) reported on a number of years'

experience in assessing children in poster care referred

for psychiatric evaluation. He founc the neg..ectel child

in foster care nazi far more psychiatric problems tan the

average child placed for less ominous. reasons. He noted

their inarticulateness, poor orientation to time, place or

persons, apathy, suspiciousness e .d (a Classically primitive

defense) self-depreciation. Many were so unsccialLzed as

to lack basic toilet training or table manners. No wonder

they impose heavy drains on foster parento!

yt
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Two studies from Europe offer further evidence about

the antisocial sequelae of neglect. Forssman and Thuive

(1971), in Swederl collected data on children born to

mothers who had asked for abortions, but had them refused.

The fates of these urwanted children were revealed on

followup 21 years later. The subjects had had more psychi-

atric attention than normal, and a higher rate of alcohol-

ism; more of the males were refused by the Army. The girls

married earlier than average, which is not surprising, and

became pregnant at ages earlier than average for the popu-

lation as a whole. Regarding education, 10.86 were sub-

standard compared with 5.0% of the total population. How

about delinquency? The rate for this was twice the average

in Sweden. It should be noted these were children unwanted

before birth.

Britain's National Child Development Study cohort

(Wedge and Prosser, 1973) has also been ievea-ing with

respect to antisocial behavior. A gAarter of the children

rated "disadvantaged" were consilered maladju:ited by their

teachers. One in every eleven the disadvantage) had a

juvenile court contact by age 11 com:ared wit; one in 300

ordinary children.

The neglected ch_ld, then, is mc,re likely to be

)hysically deficient, emotionally al)ot, anxious and chron-

,cally depressed, intellectually at disadvantage and

!)rone to antisocial a,:tivities some )f which are dramatically

5,
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brutal. In view of the many findings suggesting that

parents give their children care comparable to that they,

themselves, received, these results are the more disturb-

ing. For the study of the sequelae of neglect becomes

)relude to understanding its etiology.
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PREVENTION

Neglect takes many forms. Typically, it is chronic,

pervasive, resistant to specific treatment, am: transmitted

in intereenerational cycles. Dollar for dolla., the bcst

expenditire of funds would be on prevention (Pulansky,

1973b). Dore important than the cost in money, is the cost

in human lives. Too long have wehal inadequate programs

for chilcren, thinly s:affed and poorly funded (Levitar,

L966; H. Wasserman, 1970; Schor7, 1974). When the expE.1t-

able happens, and they do not wa.k, the blame (roes to tne

social workers making do with wlat tney have, find to the

"hopeless character" of the parants (and even hildren)

involved. The foundation for preventative wore appeas to

lie in what Kahn has so aptly tarmed "child advocacy."

Child Advocacy

sporting on a national survey, Kahn, Kamerman and

n (1972, p. 63) write;

Examining what is row bi.curr
tha banner of child advocacy
orgdnized or organizabLa act
and continuous with the advo
whe-e in social welfare....
focItsed activity, which migh
chi .d advocacy, is a coacial
soc ety. It deals la.Ljaly b
the social sector ler sa, an
int,rvention cl behalf ch
Egire-TeETTEes aliTinstiEuTI
the r lives.

Lng nationally under
, we find a core of
ivity tha: is unique
racy identified else-
This somewhat more
t be thouglt of as
function 'ithin
at not sol(ly with
1 it is dc:iined as
Lblren in /elation to
_)-11-7-11.ziat impinge on

Interv..ntion of the sc rt Klhn his been conducting

shrewdly ant energetically fox lalf c lifetime is obvi "usly
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sorely needed for individual children and families, and for

the large-scale programs which are our first-line defenses

against the deteriorating spiral of chilli neglect. Why are

we not willing to commit resources to these programs?

Expenditures under AFDC amount to 0.3% oE our national

income (Levitan, 1966). A number of coultries expend ten

times as much on family allowances. The need to maintain a

decent family living standard is a primary essential of

child welfare. Proposals range from increasing children's

coverage under social security, to children's allowances as

an-assist for poor families, to a minimun income for all

(Schorr, 1974). None of these propoials is currently re-

ceiving much attention in state or national legislatures.

Why not?

The usual explanation offered is that the public would

not stand for expenditures. Which public? A recent survey

by Carter, et al. (1973) is surprising and heartening. The

study coffered public attitudes toward social welf.e.re

programs., and required interviewing 9,346 persons over 18

in eight states so chosen as t( provide a nationa cross-

section. There proved substantial support for welare

programs, including help for the unemployed. Those out of

work were regarded, by a primarily working Ameriat, as un-

fortunate rather than blameworthy. The use of pu )lic funds

to provide social services was well accepted. Child

protective services were highly valued. Eighty -ore percent

9,1
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of those interviewed judged suc' services "a gc od use c f
public funds"; only 4% saw them as a waste (Yall. 10, 1.
26). The authors concluded there is, in fact, a populitr
maAdate to offer protective services with tax monies (p.
40). The connection from child protection, after neglect
has occurred, to preventing its need is not easy for most°
of the public to make, but neitner are they obtuse.

It is hard to write about such matters with scientific
detachment. An Associated Press dispatch of March 10,
1974 reperts a nutritionally enriched baby formula being
given Mer phis infaLts under a yaar, in poverty areas, at a
cost of 1,1 cents per day. During the three years of the
program, healthier babies were observed, and infant
mortalit} halved from 40 per thousand to 20. Yet the New
York Tims (January 21, 1974) reported that a lawsuit had
had to be instLtuted to instigate spending funds allotted
by the Cc ngress for the Special Supplemental ?opd Progr im
for womer, infants, and children. Trie sequelue of earl/
malnutrition have been documented above, but ,As,iessing
starvatic n doe'3 not require elaborate research.

We E2e that prevention of neglect will r.-`quire sora
changes an attitudes and values. There is more public
readiness than has yet been pemitted to find e:pressicn.
ThereforE, we can use the child

advocacy Kahn advocates.
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Rights of Children

Idealization of the nuclear famiLy is increasingly in

question, with a divorce rate of one to every L.nre?, mar-

riages (Salswick, 1974). We also assume we are a child-

.oving society whith acts only for the child's best inter:

ests: Yet, in most states, society sill not take responsi-

bility for a child unless his parent blatantly refuse to

do so, or he breaks the law. Parenthood is said t) be

legally a private venture for person 1 satisfactiol (Rodham,

1973; Schorr, 1974). And our wish t

of the majority of parents conflicts

%he child in straits.

A potentially neglectfUl situat

and professional services offered, o

fused by the parent in the seryice o

mental processes, or sheer inadequac

recent mcnograph dealing with the ad

psycholo(ical And legal problems whi

wide distribution is that of Goldste

preserve the freedom

with intervening for

on can be diajnosed,

ly to have tt Ha re-

fear, pathol)gical

(Polansky, 1173a). A

Fixture of soc.al,

h is now rece.ving

n, Freud and ;olnit

(1973). They cite precedents going lack to U.S. v;. Green

1824, and Chapsky vs. Wood in 188) in whicn jud ;es held

that the needs of the child ought to tak' precedence over

blood tics, and parental rights.

Rodiam (1973) has proposed three avenues of redress,

namely t} ate (1) the legal stat is of infancy or minority

be aboli!hed; (2) procedural rilhtS ;ranted a..ults also be
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granted children; (3) the presumptiot of ident ty .)f intar-

este between parent and child be rej oted when's/yr the child

has inte0its demonstrably independet of his lareits'; a

competent child should be allowd to assert hi: owl intePW

These ideas are not new, and Jt remains uncsitnin

whether procedurl reform in juvenile courts i14. not Fr ve 1

another instance of legalistic vischief in the name of

civil rights. Some of Rodham's sUggcstions J6Feax unwork-

able.

alifo &Dillies-41211k ,

/

The' section on Larly Warning Sic'nals has Fummarizta a

°umber o.!- the findings, clinical impressions, and apect la-

Lions thl.s fat availitble for identifying families in con-

siderable danger of becoming neglectful. To tiese, we

might adtt factors listed by Haselkorn (1946). high risk

mothers ncluda those of low income, unmarried, who have

unwanted pregnancies or unwanted children, are teenagers!

and are hard to get to come into clinics for prmatal care.

In other words,. we are already able to make some shrewd
A

estimates of mothete-at-risk and families-at-risk. The

,question is: wnat ii!totto be done with this information?

1

1. Existing programs

Rather than start a rash of new programs, we 44

would urge that existing, established programs oe

strehgthened to move into preventative areas. Alen all

our agencies are taken togetherhealth departs eats, courts, (,..



AFDC program, public education--most families-at-risk are

known to at least one, Ind often twos or more. Would it

help if there were morL attuning of all personnel to the

potential of neglitt, and provision of staffs znd programs

to nova in? Here are same samples.

Any addicted woman fo pregnant ought tc, be placed

under some sort of surveill as is done foi persons

with communicable disease. Some believe she ought to be

aborted. School teachers should resume the custom, casual

in the old days, of knowing the parents of their children._

Most neglected children of schocil aga are fairly well

predictable by the experienced and shrewd personnel that

man our schools. What is required to turn their over-
,

whelmed feeling that what they know does not reilly help

to a plat for bringing,resourceli to bear on bel-alf of the

children in ,need?

re
By the simple selection of offerilog to trEat families

with ap many as two delinquent children, MinuoYin, et al.

(1967) imuersed themselves in w:lole nests of fEmilial
S

pathology. Families o felons are vary likely to he

livic g, npt only on re:ief, but't a very marginal,level
t

of child raring (Polans.ky, et,a1., 1972). Reterded chil-
.

dren often have retarded parent1;, who are exac4ating

their problems. Tn the "Jrnedica., model" (which 4e must

never, nevernow use social Oork) one speaks of

"putting a waton on" a suspicious luzzp or bod.11/ changv.

4
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We need a form of social check-up to rescue families Last

able to cope at some'point,before outright negl3Ct has

actually occurrid. Competiftt partnts do this even for

their tiri wn children, and grandchildren, but who does this

in families where no one has that extra competence that

means he can extend heLp to the weaker?

There are other reasons for strengthening existing

programs. Our expert consultants were in agreement that

baSio housing, sanitary facilities, and health care.avail-
1

able to families help in prevention of neglect. Finally,

from our study of etiologies, it will be recalled that

emotionally-disturbed parents, eischafged to their famiLies,

may-litoye so disruptive orinadEquate as to'cause child

neglect. Certainly, the readiness of the patient to retume

1 his or her parental role ought to enter into planning.fir

discharge from mental hospitals and, indeed, all medical
C

facilitits. Discharge may have to be delayed for example

until thq parent has achievedo reasonable level of

functioning, since introductioh of an ex-patient barely

K Ake tO,survive.outside the hospital cannot but add further

streE4 to an already overburdened family system.

2. few Programs

)rye new program that warrants mention is the

system for handling cases reported from Nashville (Bowman,

1973; Burt and Balyeat,,1974). The combination. of

emergency, services with the application of modern managct-

mint teaniques to +sure coordintion of services and
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racking thettPto prompt disposition lelv protect the child

against whet has been tarred agency.legl(ct.

As a new program, we might also cite the project con-
e

ducted by Pavenstedt (1973) and her ;:ollEagues.

This paraprofessional training piogram, funded by

.
NIMH and based in a Boston federzl public housing
project Health Center was desigiud to prepare

persons with backgrounds similar to those in the
community as Family Intervention agents who would

id

childrenvulnerable y ung childrn and assist
their families in hi risk environments, partic-
ularly in areas rela to child care and
development. (p. 120

.\n extensive training program was offered, and trainees
\

were placed with two or three families with the goal of

improving their general functioning and, specifically, their

child care. Using the MMPI, Polansky, et al.'s Maternal

Characteristics Scale, and Cohler's Maternal Attitude

Scale, trainees were measured for change during the period

cif traini ng. While there was better ability to !elate to

others, letter impulse control and increased inlependerce,

an expecied step-up in Verbal Accessibility did not occur
*,

among the tChlineei. The progrup showed promise, but changes

ti

in national priorities created a serious problem for placing

its graduates. A career line far persons with their beck-

ground is infrequent. While mq were able to find employ-

me t, few are now at work in 'the job for which they were

specifically trained. The idea of paraprofessional Family

Intervention agents will undoubtedly be revived.
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Birth Control

It is generally accepted that a child should be wanted,

and welcomed when he is born. We have ample data associ-

ating poverty with neglect, and 60% of all Poor children

are from families of four or more (Schorr, 1974). The

multi - problem family, the poor family, the large family,

the negleWul family are all associated (Young, 1964;

Boehm, 1967; Miller, 1966). There are individual differ-

ences.(Giovannoni and Billingsley, 1970; Geismar,1973;

Polansky, Borgman, DeSaix, 1972), but often too many chil-
,----

dren, too little money,- and neglect are all.found together.

Family planning includes birth-sequence' planning.

Women who bear children too young, below age I have a

higher infant and mother mortality rate (Haselko n, 1966;

children of mothers over 35 are more prone to b rth defects,

the risk rising rapidly with increasing age. .infant dis-

placed from being the center of attention by a rapid

sequence of two or three more suffers a type of deprivation

which can be noted even in families with plenty of household

help. There are agricultural bulletins about breeding

cattle, and collective wisdom on breeding dogs, but hardly

anyone shows courage in educatii$ the public regarding

family size. We need vigorous public education ab;ut

factors to be considered in planning families.

3rogrammatically, free and accessible contraceptive'

inforlatioh (and supplies) is the least expensive and most

101
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effective method of preventing child neglect. It is tiought

that the poor have more children than the affluent because!

the poor do not have as much information, or resources, to

plan their families effectively according to their own de-

"sires (Levitaii, 1966;-Podell, 1970). And the lighest pro-
,

portion of couples who never employ birth control or wlo

have children beyond the number they intend,'is found among

non-whites who live in the rural South, or who have rural
-,

'southern backgrounds (National Academy of Sciences, 19(6).

Consequently Johnson's (1972) findings on rural non-white

(Southerne's attitudes toward birth control and illegitimacy

seem-pertinent. She found that the adolescent female':

sexual expectations were based on those of her mother; and

that a mother's sexual .expectations of her daughter wel.e

based :, ner own sexual 'activitIN Unmarried women did not

1know the attitude of their sexual partners toward co2xa-

ception and, most importantly, low-income non-whites arproved

of premarital sex but disapproved of illegitimacy. Th(se

findings allow us to conclude that illegitimacy rates ray

decrease as, effective contraceptive measures qcom(2 avakl-

able. An area to be studied in trying to reduce illegitimacy

among low..income, non-whites is the att4tude of the malB
1

sex partner.

The potential role of easily accessible abortion ii

preventing child neglect has not yet been assessed, nor even

apprcached. Yet, there: are suggestions literature
-w
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that: (a) many women from the populitions at risk do not

P
use contraception; and (b) unwanted children are more at

risk of being neglected. Under thee: conditions, abortion

Would offer a second line of defense in preventing neglect.

Abortion is very rarely of-catastropnic consegtence,

medically, and it is larin With long-run social

.1
terms of population, poverty, and child neglect

impact in

(R.,iiternan,

1971). It is, of course, still controversial, altag!igh,

recent studies show the majority of the Opulation in favor

of its being available to those who want it.

Subsidized sterilization is another Keventative t)

child neglect. One of the most helpful things obs,?.rved in

families giving their children inadequate scare is Steriliza-

tion, usually of the mother (Polaneky, et al., 1971). Che

ces tion of additional children can givw.an overwlelmer
yr

-woman a chance to meet the-needs of the children s'le al-

ready has. Sterilization also gives her child-caring a

vis "Ible, definite ending point which seems-to help morale,

i4 some families. Whether sterilization is an aid to

children already in the family warrants further reiearch,

since the proposition is rather widely believed by those in

the field.

An area of controversy has to do *ith efforts to el-

courage.birth control among poorer elements o4 our sodiBty.
,

Since black families average ,lower incomes, and poor blick

;families have somewhat higher birth rates, they be:ome
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especially of interest to such programs. Examination of

the facts involved appeart to be delicate because of

sensitivities natural to a group already experien?ing dis-

crimination. Some black writers have equated birth control

with genecide. Yet, a few investigators have persisted in

the search'forjnformation, and it does not appear that

birth control is so regarded By most of those suzveyed.

Ninety -three per cent of the black subjactp interviewed-gy,

Darity ad Turner (1974) felt that birta control shouldsbe

taught at the junior high school.level.

There is reason to believe illegitimacy increases the

chances one will become neglected; more?Ver,,the dangers

to children born to very young mothers nave already been

cited. A large proportion of all illegitimate children

are ?rogeny of teenage mothers--41% by women 19 years or
4

younger (National Academy of Science, 3966). There ii an

obvious need for creahve ideas for meeting the needs of

thee: target groups, and testing their affectiveness. In

all 17f this, research on*child neglect shares interests

with general programs dor work on populitior, control.

Day :are

Another approach to preventive hel? is piovision of

services which relieve young mothers before the strain
4

they are under becomes intolerable. Sttlh services can

include home-maker :,ervices, neighborhcod community centers,

and day care. Comprehensive group care of high cuality

:t

4mommomommusmoms0
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may enhance development o;: the young child at crucial phas

(Robinson and Robinson, 1971). Caldwell urges high quality

day care for primary prevention (1970). Yet, as others

have noted, quality care is neither cheap nor easy to
.

provide (Pavenstedt, 19/1; aMlen, 1974). We'shaWreturn

. to.that theme below. Meanwhile, it is to be noted that a
1.

day .care center can help to shore up a deteriorating home

situation.

The preventive functions of home -maker services seem

obvicus, of course. Many agencies believe in them, but the

shortage of funds for -such services is such that they tend

to be limited to those already in difficulties' rather than

threatening to become so. Research, or at least the order-

ing cf practice wisdom, would ,),e helpful in defining the

conditions under which home-maters can make substantial
Q

preventive contributions. Exp.lrience suggests that no form

1

of help is a panacea; hence, tits service must also have its

limitations.

Reviewing the scanty lite7ature relevant to the pre-

vention-of child negleCt, one Ls reminded of the caveat with

which this report began. One las to strain to find new

programs conceivably related to preventing neglect, as such.

Perhaps this is natural'to a social problem about which so

little is firmly known, but tn.! unsatisfactory state of the

art deserves underscoring. Coild it be that the most im-

portant preventive program we lave nationally is the

maligned and troubled Aid to P4milies of Dep,,ndent Children?
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TREATMENT

Genw°a1 Comaients

4 the term treatment, we refer to actiors taken with
ee

the :ntention of bringing about a change in the child's

care so that its level is no longer regarded as neglectful.

Trealmelit aims to disrupt a process which is pathological

or tc distur an unfortunate equilibrium, in order to bring

about a ne higher level of operation. The trad_tional

treatment of neglect has involved trying to motivate parents

to improve their child-care, or prptective removal of the

children, or both (Costain, 1972; adushin, 1574). The aim

will be to sketch the current sta e of practice in this

coun.ry and some emerging trends. Lei us preface the des-

cription with some general comments.

Discursing measurement of the efficacy of social

service:, Weber and Polansky (1975) have written:

Evaluating social service interventic
much more than just trying to find cm.

happened to the recipient of a partic
Ideally, it involves delineating what
was done; with whom; under what circt
whom; at what point in time; with wha
from whose perspective; and whether t

were worth the price paid (ms. pg. 3J

a involves
t what.
ular se vice.
exactly
mstances; by
t"results;
he results
9).

There are no studies of the treatment of neglect approach-

ing these demanding criteria. The model of ealuative

research is presented to emphasize that there are, in gen-

eral, no treatment modalities which apply uniformly tc all

clients in all situations. Consideration of the treatment

106
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of neglect creates an odd 'Situation. Because negl.ectfnl

parents vary so, all genSralisations must be made with

reservations. But, because a high proportion have muF i 'in

common (e.g., stressful environmental conditions combiied

with marked personal immaturity), it may be possible t)

advance at least some guidelinu3 about vow they ought I

be alproached. In the long rui, a treatment typology fill

be needed, matching interventi.in to diagnosis (Kahn, 1)63).

We now only have the beginning of lifferential diagnoses

with implications for action.

Those who see neglect as a reaction to ;itu-

ational stress--like the deser,:ed wife with young chillren

and a job who is collapsing unier tie loadwill conulide

that changing a family's life !onditions will be effec :ive

in relieving the problem. Tho;ecwho view neglect.as'

usually a reflection Of pervas.ve character problems with

a lifelong history favor long .erm psychological treatment.

The first viewpoint seems to pomisa quick and kindly

cures; the second, expensive )rocelures that will, however,

lead to very substantial resul.s.

Our own viewpoint is psyciosocial, which Hollis (1972)

sees as an open theoretical system. If a person has a hard

life from infancy onward, his personality is scarred in

ways not easily rectified. The scars linit his ability to

cushion further blows, and inevitably weaken him. Conse-

quently, when he is confronted with stress he is Less able

107



to adapt. It follows from this logic that if a-E !rson be-

comes a "neglectful parent" out of this combination, the

first step is to see if he can be' helped by givinphim

practical assistance. If he cannot use that help, or if

it is insufficient, then a further move is to try to r3pair,

or compensate for,, some of the internal damage he has ax-

perienced. Meanwhile, provision must be made to protect

the children.' The programs we will sketch elaborate

these possibilities.

Another caution requires inner ion. To prolote their

synthals, the research studies abcroe have been treated

uncritically. Now a series of trea ment modalities will

be similarly presented. There are ardly any pr,grams, no

matter low new and exciting, which not show deficiencies

to those who know them best. And. n only a few Places in

the United States do protective ser ices even ap,roximate

the notion of good practice held by the most.soplatticated.

Therefore, it is only prudert to prisume there axe no

panaceas, anywhere, in the first pl ce, and in the secondf

the fact that an advanced or excell It form or practice

exists does not mean it is generallr available.

This is a field in which resposible professionals

willingly describe the difficulties%they have encountered

as well as their successes. The majority of seriously and

chronicElly neglectful families are doubtful treatment

prospecls. There ap,rear to be no click, cheap solution.

7
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any are inecessarily long-term cases, and not ery reward-

ing. Si'x months is now.thought of as-a substantial course

of treatment in many mental health clinics; our consulLants

advised ug4ithat this isabout the duration of atrial of .

treatment in protective work. That is if the family shows

no improvement irk that time., then thelDrognosis for

eventual positive change is poor.

'Sqcial Casework

In,this country, in addition to the authority of the

court, the most widespread-ingredient in programs to help

neglected children is casework. There is generally

accepted to be a need for one persor who contacts and

individtalizes each case. If. we dic not have:aich pere ons,

we would probably have to invent aalework.

Among those practicing this skill in protective work,

the theory of treatment most widely utilized adpears t( be

the diagnostic point of view,which has latterly been

further refined into the psychosoci,1 (Hollis, 1970) and

ego osycnological apprdaches (S. Wasserman 1974). Rooted

initially in psychoanalytic psycholcgy, the diagnostic

point of view means a3 it sounds: that treatment should be

designed tb fit the client's makeup, his present state, and

his circ instances.

A r!cent paper by S. Wasserman is particularly of

interest because, although it in pr:marily dedicated to

explicating a delimited theory of casework treatmentthe
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ego psychological--its major illust-atien invokgez the +at-
.

went of a womanp be consid bred a neglectful mother.

1.04

Wasserman recognized Lhat without a chai acterology,

tural concepts of some sort, it is .lot possible to make the

- differential diagnoses which guide .)ractice.

Presently there appears to be rejectn within_
the social work profession of the Labe ing of
clients in terms,of a clinical diagnosis as
"neurotic" or "cacter-disoreer." Jnless ehehsr
worker is clear ih his assessment of the client's
total situation lexternal and internal)--his ego
strengths, intact areas, gaps and weaknesses--
his model for intervqntion will be affected ty
cloudiness, groping and undifferentiabed kirks of
action (orLinaction). (p. 57)

With increasing use of time limits, and the wcrking tirough

of ending phases of treatment, this school cf casework is

increasingly at one with the functional approach. Sini:/ar-

ly, the diagnostic approach is by means antagoaisti! to

techniques associated with behavior modification, whet

indicated; it tries to include their in a range of opt3ms
4

that also embraces support, clarifi3ation, anc: the lil a.

Among those actually doing casework treatment in legle :t

situations, at this time, khe major di7ision appears t ) be .

between those operating from a thec:etical base and ti )se

professing eclectici ;m, or doing thair best with no c] tar

theory of treatment, at all.

What are the critical funztibn3 of the cesew3rkel in

relation to neglect. Here is an attempt to summarize

briefly same areas of substantial a;reement.

1
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1. .Lentification and fact - timing. It nay be the

responsibi. ity of the directoz of social pervipes in each

county to receive and investigate complaints of \abuse- and

neglect, but his staff of caseworkers tipical3y conduct

the studies;. In nearly all'agenciez, i?) is pclicy that

although eery complainttwarrants Atten:ion ard, usually;

investigat.on, judgment i sus?ended re,-ardinc whether it
- ,

was justif:ed until the facts.are i i. lence, the Ourpo;e

of the fint phase of work is to lomte th family, and

try to.obtain theirsooperatiol suflici,mt y tO cietermine

whether neglect is occurring.

Since the family is not salf-r:ferred in most inst incest

the investigatory phase requires teacity, interpersona,

skill, ingenuity and sometimes both moral and )111,3icar

courage. There is recognized to be a need for practica,

guides to the inexperienced worker a making initial

contacts; there is a surprising paulity of pointed lite-a-4

ture available. One rather new tre:d Ifa emerged stemm ng

perhaps from news of civil rights c,ses. Farilies

approached sometimes now say, "Talk to my lawyer." Nor is

this response confined to wealthy a coholics!

An interesting issue is the re:ationshi? between.

social mobility and sources of refe,ral. To a degree not

generally known, relatives have alwzys been major origi.iators

of neglect complaints; grandparents intercede to enlist

protection for their grandchilcren. Mr. Leeman, of thew
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Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children, reported that relatives are still aimajor

referral source there. In Georgia, generally, Mr. White

. noted that when there is an extended family living in the

.vicinity, they Are the most apt to notify authorities.

Otherwise, neighbors refer. On the other land, dr. Young

observed that in Newark, which has had an 80% population

turnover in the past twenty years, the majority ofteglect

complaints come out of the school system. In any event,

neglectful f Lilies are nearly aiwa's third-party referrals

and initially unmotivated to take help.

2. Decision-making. What is to be doleonce the

facts emerge? Decisions about disposition trVshared

among the caseworker, his or her superiors Idministratively,

and local courts of jurisdiction, in a variety of patterns.

There are a number of alternatives open in Tying best to

help the children. One can decide there is no immediate

cause for concern and withdraw. Or, while ..ne case is not

yet neglectful legally0 it may border on it so Lhat one

may reach out to the family to offer services caiculated!

-to operate preventatively. Under extreme urgency, one may

remove the children summarily- -how and where will be.d14-

cussed below: Sven if the child is removed, one may work

with the family in trying to streng __,2n them and their

situation so that the family may be reunited without danger

to the children (Sullivan, et al., :974). I., short, what-
.

ever the decision, and it may change as .xperience with
1 J
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the family accumulate:;, the act of selecting among altar-

native courses is lin important casework function, deter-
.

mining the long-term fate of the family.

Children may not be removed from their parents without

the latter's consent sans a court order. .Hence, the

significant decision in all extreme instances rests with,
4r.

the court. There are many places in the country in which

judges and social workers collaborate-flexibly ani shrewdly

to combine legal authy and its threat with practical

and psychologicil help to bring about Movement in cases.

Yet, we encountered no writing on this collaboration, at

all. All child welfare references dea.ing with tne courts

instruct workers regarding appropriate behavior as wit-

nesses. If 'there 'are writings informilg judges of their

responsibilities in continuing collaboating work to

salvage families, they were not brough: to our attention.

We are not legal scholars, Of course, ;(3' we wonder if the

activity of judges that goes beyond th! making of decisions

is codified anywhere. Most respected Jurists are more

,continuously involved with families thin their formal role-

mlage-would imply. The codification o' metajudicial

practice by the courts in relation to :hild negle:t appears

another arer14 in which immediate schbLirly,work is needed,

combining social wok research and lega scholarship.

3. Equilibria ups

Families with Dependent

tter. Progra,Is ilk,: Aid to

hildren tun a . equilibrium

\
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maintenance. This i not the intent in the hone deemed

neglectful. =One mus reverse a downward spira. or 'upset

a pathological equil brium, if need be. In the family

unable to mobilize mcvement, legal action or the threat of

it may function to unfreeze the system.

4. Guide and liaison. Generally, the caseworker is

the link that puts tie family system in touch '4ith resources,

such as financial aiu, improved housing, medical care,

homemaker service, ana the like.: In her dealings with the

community and its agencies, she is a case by case child

advocate. Without one person definitely responsible for

this connective function, most other services become

'inoperable.'

In view of the early identification of England's

Family Service Units with the living of concrete help, it

is instructive to read one of their more recent papers.

Describing successful help to a family referred by their

physician because of his conce"n that the children's

health was seriously endangere*, by the family's disorgan-

ized way of life, Hallowell (1'69) mentions the following

principles: the need to gain, and feel, acceptan,:e by an

isolated family; the importance of giving any mat3rial or

financial help within the cont.xt of a relation-ship

(otherwise it is felt to be im,)ersonal and encourages pas-

\sivity); .enabling the family t(. use resources by )repara-

tory work on their anxieties aid by accompanying :hem on

114
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referrals; continued contact lone after there are sialls of

improvement, lest tha'family regress; and contact that

includes husband and wife jointly. A day.bare cehter, a
5

clinic, even what'we 'term an "old clOthes room" were all

availed the faMily d?.sbribed. But the key element, in

Hallowell's opinion, was what-we term "working within the

relationship."

S. Provision of information and counsel. Smne

clients need sheer information; Others have information,

but need help with mikinga judgment about it. Families

may bp offered support by practical suggestions wren they

can use them. 'The fiat that they prove unable to do so

may, itself, prove diagnostic. Counselling, of onirse,

includes especially the area of child caring. Ac-lording

to Kogelschatzc et aL. (1972) fatherless homes deielop

'their own particular styles, and need be no worse off than

others. Yet, the fast that she has no other adul: with

whom to discuss decisions may make the female heal of

Household the more in need -of this kind of, practi.-:al

dialogue.''

6, Acting as individual change-agent. What is

ordinarily termed "p;ychoiogical treatment" is ac:ually

only' one, among a num3er of casework functions. I i man,

neglectful families, psychological treatment neve teaLly

happens at all. Exp,:rience indicates that unless the

worker has had substantial experience at intervie'i tre,it-

ment, he or she will be unlikely to be able, to ca7ry out
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the more environmentally-oriented functions listed above,

since very similar skills and understanding of human le-

havior and its unconscious springs are required (cf.

Hallowell's comment about "working within the relatiorship").

gfforts aiming at bringing about change within the

individual family members primarily through interpersonal

influence involves the following roles:

(a), Acting as attachment object to foster securi-

ty and growth, and to heal depressiveness (Polansky, leSaix

and Sharlin, 1972; S. Wasserman, 1974; Sullivan, Spassar

and Penner, 1974). Several of our consultants remarked

that treatment takes time in many neglect cases because so

often it'is necessary to "parent the parents." In Anew of

this, what dangers a-e introduced by staff turiover?

Whether because of tleir infantilism, or other reasons,

experience has shown ,that many of these famili3s generalize

their attachment bey,md the worker, who originally involved

them, to include the agency she re?resents. E'ren its

building acquires symbolic meaning us a source of famiLiarity

and ,support.

(b) Acting as an identification object or model in

handling interpersonal contacts. The identification With

the worker occurs unconsciously in the course of treatment,

but this does not mean the worker is passive.

The client whose problems stem from a more
characterological natureimpulse-ridden,
acting out, lack of anxiety, or primii.ive
superego development - -will generally

gbh
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necessitate considerable activity on the worker's
part in terms of the environment, the teaching of
impulse-control, the setting of limits, the point-
ing out of cause - effect relationships (as well as
consequences) and partializing experiences which
can be tolerated and assimilated (S. Wasserman,.
pp% 56f)..

(c) Encouraging cognitive change, including clar-

ification and insight.

(d) Playing the role of behavior- modifier, that is,

the source of reward/punishment for relevant parenting be-

havior.

7. Family-functioning consultant. Family treatment is

a structured modality, in itself. However, the protective

services worker usually attempts to improve the level of

,operation of the family system. Some of his subsidiary aims

include:

(a) Opening verbal communication within the family,

and trying to help them to sustain it (Minuchin and MoAtalvo,

1966; Polansky, 1971).

(b) Resolving conflicts, especially between the

parents, but often also between the children and their parents.

(c) Acting as supportive "good mother" to the whole

faw.ly (regardless of sex of the worker!) until such time as

the parents can take over their appropriate social roles.

One reason for long-term contact in the treatment of

neglect is to ensure that gains made by a family are consoli-

dated and likely to be sustained. Several authors warn

specifically of the tendency in such families for repetitive
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regress ions to less satisfactory child care' after see ning

advance; have been made. Premature cessation of contact

may be experienced by the family as abandonment; in aiy

event, new patterns cannot be expected to remain firm .y in

place until they have had time to become habitual. There -
%

fore, any marked advance evidently must be conservati'rely

regarded as hopeful but probatly moinentary. All expe3ts

agree that treatment and suppert should continue for months

after the family has on the st.rface ceased to be neglect-

ful. Administrators imbued with management by objective

are urged to take heed.

It is thought desirable that all protective service

workers:have'or acquire aptitide in all the functions

listed. The reason is that it is nearly impossible t( be

certain which will not be needed in a g_ven family anc, the

logical person to provide the various forms of help is. the

one whom the family already trasts and to whom they ale

already attached. Out of their own difficult earlier lives,

a high proportion of neglectful parents are suspiciou5 of

new relationships. A family that begins by accepting only

concrete assistance may gradua..ly become accessible to

psychological forms ofAreatment to ensure greater

resiliency against future crises. This is a pattern fre-

quently found, for example, in the Juvenile Protective

Association of Chicago. Who, then, is to offer the psycho-

logical helping? If the idea is somewhat threatening, the

S
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movement into a new phase should be mobtrusive, and re-

quire no sharp break. Therefore, it is desirable if the

same casoworker can carry the case fTward.

Casework in protective services is generally agreed

to be on of the most difficult jobs in social work.

Difficult at best, it becomes impossible if the adainistra-

tion pnd2r which it occurs does not sympathetically support

it. Even with less disturbed caseloads, there ara staff

problems in many public agencies. H. Wasserman 11970)

'reported vividly- some of the reasons for higa tu/aover

among beginning child welfare aid AFDC workers. factor

was that grants were often far below the ackaowlcaged

minimum necessary for health and decency. Kaduslin (1901)

reported a study showing 27% of workers in child welfare

agencies quit annually. In view of the skills t( be

acquired and the preference that clients have coitinuity

of attachment, high turnover threatens effective)ess of

casework programs.

At present, there is the beginning of a con roversy

regarding how protective service casework would est bc

administered. The predominent pattern, stow, ig oward

specialization. There are private agencies with only this

function; in large public agencies, it becomes t e ful -

time assignment-of the protective services depar ment.

Even in smaller multipurpose agencies, those wor ers who

show aptitude for protective w3rk are likely to aye d s-

proportionately more such families. As anexper enced

9
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supervisor, the senior author has questioned this pattern.

First, the unrewarding character of many such ',rises may

well "spoil" potentially good workers for the 'ield if

they do not have some who prove more verbally accessible

and move more readily. Second, concentration on one group

of clients may distort the worker's perspective. Given an

extremely limited client group, for example, the unwary

newcomer to the field may become insensitive to re:..ogrizing

mild mental retardation. It appears that the separation

of services from eligibility determination in AFDC, fcr

example, may also operate to increase the disproportionate

specialization. Administrative and other arguments e:ist

on both sides of the question. Therefore, there is

another issue on which research is indicated.

A substantial iroportion of all those in prctect.Lve

casework remain dedicated and energetic. Their concern

for the children remains unabated even after years in the

field, and their firm compassion extends also to the

parents.

Placement

The next service traditionally available is placement

of the children for their piotecticn, and to offer thin a

substitute for their inadequate fanilial home. 1.s a

general rule, placement is regarded as necessary unde-

some circumstances, but not a preferred move.
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The field's attitude that efforts ought be made to

avoid placement is based on a number of fact -re. Fir: t,

placement is inevitably diaription in the ch Di's life

1\11

which may leave ill effects on his personal ylater.

Second, during long-term care in fo:;ter home..it is often

necessary for the child to be placel and rep.aced, perhaps

several times. So, he undergoes re)etitious disruption

of signi.ficant relationships (Shern in, Neumal and Shyne,

1973). Third, desirable foster horas are at a premium,

and have been since World War II. Some of tie homes

immediately available would stiostitate negle:t under

agency auspices for neglect under tie parent;'. Therefore,

any arrangement, financial or administrative, that multi-

plies the number of potential foster homes teat can be

Screened for use strengthens the program. Tie permission

to use AFDC funds to support childien in fos:er care, an

advance of the past few years, has been a swing feature

in poor rural counties with zero b dgets fox foster care.

Institutions for "dependent ald neglected" children

Still vary widely in quality, in t:e opinior of those in

position to know. Places which de,.ersonalLe ani actually

exploit children continue to exist some umer religious

auspices. Furtherwre, if a child has been neglected prior

to placement he is likely to lave ,leficits see above)

demand ng he be offered care with ;ubstantizl "treatment"

elements. Not all children's inst tutions, nor foster

t
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care programs, have adapted themsel\es to the fact that the

"dependint and neglected" children currentl, being placed

are no longer average-expectable children.

Pliicement is made in the effort to shozic the parents

and, for example, motivate them to seek help with, their

alcoholi-sm-or other serious problems. Often, it has this

result, but it can lead to the disintegration of the

family (see below). And it is worth mentioning here the

finding of Fanshel and Shinn (1973) that the attempt to

care for a child with surrogate parents is extremely ex-

pensive For all these reasons,,a4vanced opinion is the

fie td to be that placement must of ter_ be used but,

as noted, it must be employed ,with caution. Here is a

brief summarization of generally agreed thinking.

1. It is desirable if removal of the children occurs

as dart of a plan which the parents accapt, and in which

they may even have participated. As caseworker's skills

steadily improve, more and more cases are reported

which parents not only acquiesced but have asked for

placements. Jenkins and Norman (1972) surveyed !_he re-

actions of parents to having their chillren remoqed. The

most frequent respona was sadness; but the next moat )

frequent was relief. After some time, a number of .parentS

experience feelings of distance toward their chiLdrenv.and

detachment that can lead to psychological abandonment of

the children. A similar feeling.was picked up i parent

a

A
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intervi'ws by Allerhand (1966) in a follow-up study of

children- returned from Bellefaire, a treatment institution

in Cleveland. Since placement also entails a major dis-

ruption for the children, it i3 also thought necessary to

work it through with them, as it happens and in the months

following.

2. For most children, urler most circumstances, the

form of placement preferred is care in a foster family. (

However, one reason for use of institutions has tradition-

ally been linked to family siza. If there are four or

five children to be placed, arl it is desired to keep them

together, then they usually are beyond the capacity of any

single foster home. A number of variations on these pat-

terns have been emerging, including group foster homes, and

emergency foster homes which Ere'av(ilable on a standby.

basis through use of a retaintr. IZ families with impulse-

ridden parents, where there may be 7ecurrent, brief
2

abandonments, an emergency foster h)me has the advantage of

obviating use of a strange situatIol for the child at each

repeated placement.

3. It is also understoOc that many childrer from

neglectcsituations require facilities beyond the ability of

loving foster parents to suppl/ (Eisenberg, 1962). There-

fore, there continues to be a definite role for the

institution.

4. As a general principla, there is respect for the

14;
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need of each child to maintaii primary attachments. Hence,

the experimentation with various alternatives to fOster

care, including those described in Nashville, the Bowen

Center in Chicago, and the like (see below).

5. In order to maximize, the possibilities of return-

ing children to their own families, coordination is needed anyngihe

protective services worker in touch with the parents,

personnel deAling with the child (and sometimes with the

parents) in the placement agency or institUion, and the

court's pertonnel responsible for overseeing the case. It

cannot be said that intimate collaboration is the rule in

this country, at this time. A great many children from

rural counties who have been institutionalized e_sewhere

in their states are effectively out of :ouch with the

original agency, and with their parents; the case is "open"

in name only. Breakdown of communicatim between agencieS,

and even parts of the same large agency, occurs :A large

cities as well. A study of the fates o! a-cohorl, of

children in placeiTent in New York which is being completed

by Fanshel and his colleagues at ColumbLa shouldcast
4

light on processes of interest, here. £here is :;ome need

for the codification of piactice in cni.Ld weLfan, with

respect to sustaining, the conjoint work descibechabove.

Group Techniques

The use of group work and related cechr.Lque:; to help

marginal and neglectful families covers a wIle range of

IA'et
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possibilities. As with casework, the group format mus be

suited to the needs of -the client. The foLowing is a rough

division among modalities that have come to attention.

1. Socialization and resocialization groups. A Few

agencies have set up group programs for neglectful parents

(e.g., the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children; the Juvenile Protective Association in

Chicago). To those with analytically oriented group psycho-

therapy in mind, these are not really therapy groups. They

can, however, be seenas aimed at enduring change within

their clientele, and at doing something of a "repair job."

The format of early meetings, especially, follows the model

of activity group therapy rather than the analytic image.

There may be crafts or other parallel-play activities,

drinking of coffee and occasionally chatting. The pattern

seems to resemble that used by Canter, Yeakel and Polansky

(1967) in work with parents of severely disturbed chiliren.

For the withdrawn and socially isolated mother, fir

example, the opportunity to meet and chat with others out-

side her home may provide pleasure, a boost in morale, a

buffer against pervasive loneliness. Nevertheles:;, mai y

neglectful parents have felt commu%ity rejectionand hey

have, themselves, withdrawn from others. So, they. do ,ot

welcome grouxposure. Only after some monchs o casework

and the reassurance of being accompanied by a caseworker,

may such a mother or father come to a meeting. It tak(!s-
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weeks, months and months, in some instances,,for frightened

and essentially nonmerbal clients to feel atjhome in he
1

group and begin to talk about their own problems. MEan-

while, attendance does combat isolation.

Reports have been received of attempts by workers in

rural counties'also to introduce group experiences with tie

same ends in view; Mothers seem far more likely to come

than fathers. Most of the members must be picked up and

brought to the.mieting; problems of transportation may be-

co= insurmountable if only a handful will attend from an

area of `many square miles. Hence, ,Troup treatment can be-
.,

come a costly process, justifiable only'if there are

demonstrable gains among those treated.

2. Parents' groups. Similar in aim, but orianized
k

around antire visible collecting point are groups of parents

whose children are all, let us say, in-tile same day care

center program (e.g., the Bowen Center Plroject of the

Juvenile Protective Association in Chicago). They may also

be intrcluced simply as means of recreation, as trey are

elsewhere in the same Chicago agency. In additiol to

their possible usefulness in suppoit of direct wn-k with

children, such groups can serve many of the p;yc logical

functirs of the resocialization group.

3. Social action groups. In the settic:nent tradition,

so much ,Ader thin professional social work, commlni.ty

action intended to help people become advocates f()r them-
,

selves. 'Similar logic has been applied by Wordl (1970) to

6
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an'attempt to,treat low standards of child care, among

other social problems, in a poor neighborhood in England.

The hope is that in the proces; of working jointly on their

very real community needs, the participants may combat

*regressive and defeated trends within themselves, sublimate

anger, and reduce their isolation from others.

Unfortunately, social action groups are likely to

recruit persons who are not shr, and. otherwise fairly

intact. Neglectful parents wh) are depressed, or withdrawn,

or intellectually limited make unlikely candidates; whey

fall beneath the grip of community _,action programs.

Group technique, therefor.i, is thought to have

promise, although the literatu.re on its actudl use with

neglectful parents is. sparse, indeed. Parents Anonymous,

for example, a self-help orgarization of abusive parents

'-old us that they had found neglectful parents too unmoti-

vated to join. The present tlinking is that casework and

group technique must to combired and mutually supportive.

Anyone $oph]sticated in group work will recogrize its

limitat onp as well as its premise for work w_th neglectful

families.

Parent-child Commonity P.ograris

The average neglectful family requires multiple

services. Money, medical

services, are all needed

fragmented in the sense

attention, housing, psychological

.
Usl.ally, these services are

that hey are separataiy,.1 f'
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administered, separately financed, and so forth. A ma:.or

task of the caseworker assigned as liaison is to enlist the

aid of other agencies, and to steer a famill--typicalll

already chaotic -- through a maze of channels to the hell.

available. Referrals are'-easily made, but they frequeitly

come to nothing, without follow through.

Therefore, there hasipeen consideration oi ibringing
. .

all the lecessary components under ,,one roof, using eacY as

it i.3 required for the given case, without the lost time.
,

of inter-agency negotiations. This gives the client a place

he knows and to which he is known. In addition tc con-

serving effort, there are great advantages for the client

who can attach to "a center" as well as to a person. For

example, if one worker leaves, he is more easily -eplaced

psychologically for the client from among other fLmiliar

staff persons.

The outstanding example of this design was tip ! Bowen

Center, 'alder the auspices of the Juvenile Platec eve As-

sociation of Chicago. Finance( originally with a grant

from,HEW the Bowen Center comiine& casework, day care

canter, 1 remedial school, parents' groups, emerg.ncy

foster care and sheltering all in one building. anong the

other reillarkable achievements cf this staff, one s of

great significance to fellow professionals. Beca se of

their multiple services, they ere able to sustai 1 nontinui-

ty with some clients for unusual lengths of time, and

1p. s
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reach deeper levels of communication. An f,utcome, there-
:,

fore, has been to Novide us with case mate rial demonstrat-

ing in great detail the psychological dynamics behind

what, on the surface, strikes one as simply "another in-

adequate family."

One thinks especially of the tale -of a woman, derived

in her own home, desperately attached at first to her

husband from Eastern Kentucky, whose love for him turfed to

detachment when "he ran around on me." This group moed

to Chicago, where the husband prOceeded to cpnvert hi.;,,,

hysteiical tendencies from sexual acting out to phobi,:

withdrawal, and become unable to leave the house. In :o

this situation of bitterness and despair the Bowen Center

moved, offering concrete help, day care for the neglected

children (there were eight in all!), remedia:. edtzaticn

for the elder children who were becoming del_nqueat, group

experiences and individual casework to each parent. Pt

various stages, children had to be removed, but the

relationship survived these actions.

Space does not permit fuller explication, blt it

appears that the community-based, multiple s(!rvica agency

founded in the psychosocial approach represents Ile major

new treatment design for child neglect. Con,:eivilly here

-is the "wave of the future." Clearly, financing :ontinu-

ation and replication of the Bowen Center scheme leser/es

the highest priority. 129
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Mental Health Centers

With thc spread of community mental health cente s,

they seem to be assuming some of the functions former y

assigned to family agencies. Moreover, since many ne lect-

ful parents, as noted, have psychiatric disabilities, the

mental health center would seem the appropriate place to'

which to send them. Unfortunately, the experience to date

has generally not been promising.

Few center staffs are geared to take on families as

dilapidated and chaotic as these. Unlikely tc keep their

appointments, they are apt to be written off zs "too over-

whelmed by environmental problems" or "unmotivated."

Oddly, it may require d very highly competent psychiatrist

to proffer help to persons as nonverbal but severely

anxious as are some of these. Less well trained personnel

give ob't.use lack-of-help, losing sight of all dynamic ele-

ments i the face of the obvious,characteroloqical di -

orders. The diagnosis of "inadequate personality" is not

reveali tg.

In some ways, the mental health center it. structurally

inept t) this purpose. It offers few if any concrete

service;, and there is legitimate question whether ti e

spent, b: it in marshaling services elsewhere for these

clients is the best use of its staff time.

Which is not to say that none have work 4e creatiely

' in this field. Enzer and StackhoOse (1966) described a

id()
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program, in which they set limited goals and developed

specific treatment techniques for work with multi-problem

families in a child guidance clinic. Minuchia and Montalvo

(1966) znd Minuchin, et al., (1967) have preselted some

classic discussions of ways of proffering family therapy

to families in the general categories interesting us. The

problem they confronted was to find ways of penetrating the

startling disorganization and severely limited Verbal codes

of these families.

'From experience, the mental health center seems

better designed as a resource than the chief locts for

service to neglected families.

Rly. Care

Some of the current thrust to subsidize day care

centers has to do with their releasing low-incom mothers

to work. They are also helpful to other women w o, al-

though less oriven by economic neea, nevertheles, prefer

to work outside the home. A recent extensive re .iew of

the literature is that of Etaugh (1974). The fOlowing

are some of her most relevant conclusions:

(a) Young children can form as strong a
ment to a working parent as to a non-wo
provided that the parent interacts freq
with -the child during the times they ar

(b) Stable, stimulating substitdte care

ments are important for the normal pers
and,cognitive development of preschool

whose mothers work. (p. 74)

i attach-
king one,
lently
together;

arrange-
)nality
:hildren

Mothers who are satisfied with their ro.es--
whether working or not--hz.ve the best-aljusted
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children.....Mothers in profession.ii occ ipations
tend to have highly achievino chiJdren. (p. 90)

A form of protection to be offered the neghcted

child is supplemental motherLtd: one way to do this .s

(.2

through the congeries of services called day cax2. Tiis

ranges, in actual practice, from the homebody ),baby-

sits" a few children in'her home for other mothe:s-who are

at work to the large commerciE.l day care center .r.anchised

by a corporation. In countries like, S4eden mothers'

helpers and day care are state, subsidized amenit.es made

available on a sliding scale. However, in otr country

their u3e is more affected by financial cons.derittioni.

The service is available to the well-to-do, )f course;

and some centers$are being subsidized as par, of the work

incentives (WIN) program to get families'off the AFDC rolls.

In coping with neglect, placing a young chiA into day

care guarantees good supervision for much of the day, plus ,

supplemental feeding, bathing, health care, mot .onal

nurturance, cognitive stimulation, health cae. Appropri-

ately used, it can be a viable alternative t) plitcement -

countering neglect with a maternal prosthesis.

Mothers and occasionally fathers may also b(, reached

through the day care program. Parents' acti'ities spon-

sored by the center may provide them emotional sltpport

and combat isolation. Working alongside sta f, omen and

men acquire leads as to how their children m bo hantledi

more successfully. The BoWen Center revolve: around is
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day care service. Thereo, as in a similar operation in

Boston for abused childrim (Galdston, 1971), center staff

have had to reach out aggressively. Very disocganized

families have to be wakened in the morning and their young

children washed and dressed by the center personnel.who

fan out to bring them in for the day's program.

Despite their high promise for making it possible to

meet significant needs of very young children without

removing them from their homes there are also disturbi ,g

reports about a few day care centers which must be noted.

Parents in low income neighborhoods who use day care so

both can hold jobs are vulnerable to exploitation by

those whose interest is nearly entirely financial. Two-

year olds have been found sitting in lined-up chairs,

like comatose mental hospital patients in a back ward,

under ordeis to remain silent and "not f.o be a nuisance."

Overcrowding has been observed with the simple aim of

adding to income. Thus, day care like other well-

intentioned social inventions is susceptible to the -

corruptibility to which man is heir. WE have'been advised

by those expert in this field that strict standards for

licensing and constant supervision are necessary and are

readily acceptable to ethical operators of day care fa ili-

ties. Would it not be outrageous if we found that we sere

tolerating a version of child neglect aid su.)sidizing t

with tax monies?
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Engineered Communities

The work of Sheridan (1956) in England was mentioned

earlier in relation to the problem of the impact of mental

retardation in the mother on her child caring. Sheridan

offered the women served, not all of whom were retarderby

any means, a four-month series of courses and training in

child care. The mothers continued to reside at home. We

have had a few adabitious attempts in our own country in

which the additional influence of a full-time residential

arrangement has also been exploited. The Department of

Public Welfare of the District of Columbia (1965), for

example, experimented with an apartment house adapted to

the purpose during the early 1960's. Women on welfare

whose child care seemed substandard were recruitei to move

into the building, bringing their children with them. In

addition to financial help they were offered guidance with

housekeeping, health care, child caring--even with personal

grooming. The aims were to improve their effectiveness

while hoping also for the concurrent rises in self-esteem

and morale which so often accompany a sense of accollish-

ment. The success of the program has not been evaluted

but it appeared promising. We have also heard that a-
,

settlement headed by Bertram Beck on New York's Lower East

Side has a unique program for families whose standards are

such that they have been ejected from public hodsing.

Further details were not available to us at the preparation

of this report. 144
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Others, includitg our own group (Polansky, Borgman

and DeSaix, 1972) have been pushed by the immutability of

multi-problem familits to think about residential programs

that are frankly treatment oriented. Fontana (1973) set

up such a program to try to interrupt the intergenerational

neglect cycle. Atta:hed to a hospital, his program was

psychiatric in orien:ation. As in-the District of Colurbia

experiment mothers almitted brought their children with

them.

There are several reason's advanced for bringing in

> whole family units. First, it obviates placement of the

children while the mother is being "treated." Secotyl, it

keeps problems of child caring, and feelings about one's

children, very much n vivid focus fbr the parents being

seen. Third, if mot:Ler and child are locked in a self-

defeating interaction, it is advisable to try to treat item

together,

Fon.ana's program was designed to admit residents for

three-moith cycles. This is regarded by many as a very

minimal .ime in whici to have any effect at all on a deep-

seated caaracter neurosis. In line with this, Fontana

reports hat the resistances encountered among many of

these in antile women were very great and often di;cour Sing

to staff Even in the huge catchment area of New York ( ity

there ha' also been difficulty recrLiting cases for ad-
.

mission. It is very unlikely there are few appropriate

145
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cases in the City, or that Fontana's program has been un-

publici.:ed to possible referral sources since he is focated_

in so h ghly visible a position. Therefore; one wonders,

whether admission standards wereufirealistically

or neglctful mothers sufficiently motivated to admit them

selves .re extremel rare, or whethAr the treatment has been

unattra,.tively presented to them. The experiment seems.

importa.it enough, in principle, and its initiator sufficiently

0 dedicat(d that an outside evaluation may be called for to

e.

see wha general leads might be gleaned from its failures

and suctegoss, and to prepare for replications elsewhere.

To many with long experience in 4,he treatment of character

problem:, inpatient treatment remains a modality that is

often nc't only the treatment of choice but the only treat-
(

ment with any chance of success.

This brings to mind the possible use of state men':al

hospitals. Here, we are being subjected tp a conflictin

public policies between desire to' protect children and the

desire to free patients from the confines of hospitals. We

kn94 of onswinstance in which a paranoid charhoter, a

litigiots woman who was neglecting ner children in the

course (f conducting feuds with various neighbors, was

finally committed after much troubl! and no little risk to

her concerned caseworker. She was iischarged within two

weeks 131, her hospital psychiatrist )n the grounds that,

there. was no mental disorder." Sv_Oently a borderline

psychotjc of the saw: who".reconstitite very rapidly in a

.1

1o6
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controlled environment she was not recognized as such by

those in charge of her case. So, she is back in town,

destroying her chilpren. State hospitals, in short, ..re.

not at this time regarded as places where ona will find

the ski]1 and intensity, needed for treating the character

problems underlying neglect. They are a resaurc, to which

to commit an obviously psychotic mother.

Not all engineered communities are engineered by

professionals. We mist take cognizance of the movement in

recent years to start communes. Jerome Cohen of the

University of California at Los Angeles is conducting a

fascinating £tudy of the child rearing p.atterns prevalent

in non-traditional family settings so the next few years

should give Ls more information than we now .gave. From

Occasional cases seer by us, it appears communes serve to

buffer loneliness ani-isolition in their -resIdents: they

also help persons with weak egos to adapt since the mole

intact members perform many ego-supportzve functions. How

about their clues far= children? The only report thus far,

and that so informal we cannot identify it, is that young

children are much foldled in such cbmmunities, but may bd,

given sketchy overall care. When walking and general

'mobility are well-established the child may :le rather

suddenly ejected toward maturity--just as he is by an

immature parent in a traditional family in wnose life he

loses his defensive function when he becomes an action
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center in his own right. So, the picLure thus far is

mixed. It does seem probable that thy: commune will be a

treatment resource for at least some oung parents.

Some Further Questichs.

This survey ha! attempted exhaustiveness, but it _s

of course confined Ly its authors' orientations. The

very significant involvement of the courts, judges and

other personnel, ha:: been slighted. There are a issues

of administrative o-ganization and larger public policy

not yet covered. W,th help'from our consultants. we will

append some issues :hat are at the lEvel of setting

policies.

1. Should there be uniform lawf. from state to state

with respect to hanlling neglect? There seems an obvious

need for interstate compacts to prot(:ct-the children in

families whose parents cross state 1,nes. Indecd, in

many states a family can now elude attempts to 'elp them

to change by simply moving into a new county, tam either

going undetected for months in the new res3denc., or.in-

volving themselves with a whole new set of offii.ials who

must again investigate, decide, etc. Does the .langer of

child neglect justify limiting -a family's freecta of

mo/ement?

2. Is a family hurt by being called 7negl.ctful"?

Is convenience in diagnosing and zAministrative handling

worth the risk invc-ved in social labellin,,/
1 -14

ar '"
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3. Where should responsibility for dealir.g with

neglect be lodged? As things now staid, it tends to be .

divided, in most states, between court and social agency.

Is that the most desirable plan? Of all lhe arrangements

being used, and they vary markedly, which seem most

efficient?

4. Within the juvenile, or family court, how ought

neglect be handled? What sorts of cases ought be dealt

with administratively; which. judicially

5:- And--a surprisingly complicated isle if all the

above is taken into consideration - -w Zen is a neglect case

to be terminated? By whose decision, and based on which

criteria?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * k * * * * * *

a

Our study has attempted to abstract and integrate what

is known about child neglect in its Yal right, anc of

matters ,that impinge on it and seem relevant to its under-

standing and handlinc. The reader kill have to decide for

himself how well we have succeeded ctith these aims. This

much seems clear, at least to us. Mule it is not true

that "nothing is known," there is also a surprisingly little

that has yet been well- established. Few studies in this

field, including those of our own group, have been repli-

cated; very little plactice has beer subjected to any but

the most cursory evaluation. In vied of where we stand in

"the state of the art," it appears that quite a lot of good
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is being done at least to salvage the lives of thousands of

youngsters. As always, it seems likely that mach more is

known by the most competent workers than is generally being

used But, this is not a fLeld of which it can now be

truly said, "Action, not ,more knowledge, is needek.' We

need both.

/ 1 1
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